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“Manufacturers are
realising that cultivating
sustainable and green
practices helps their
organisations become
more efficient, competitive
and profitable”

Being sustainable…!

Every manufacturing leader wants to expand capacity, improve quality and deliver
volumes at competitive prices. Moreover, embracing sustainable and green principles
has become a new trend. Although the increasing importance of environmental issues
to manufacturers poses risks, it offers opportunities to a great extent. Manufacturers
are realising that cultivating sustainable and green practices helps their organisations
become more efficient, competitive and profitable. It’s more than simply “a good thing
to do”. There are many practical short-term and long-term benefits of implementing
environmentally conscious improvements. The time to act is now.
With our efforts towards bringing in articles on the latest and varied topics of
interest to our readers from the manufacturing fraternity, we have touched upon the
topic of manufacturing sustainability in this issue. It talks on why sustainability matters
and what are the strategies to make the most of it. Check out the Cover Story for more…
The Events section this time features reports on two of our events concluded
successfully in Ludhiana and Ahmedabad recently, jointly organised by EM and Siemens
PLM Software. The objective of this event is to help the manufacturing companies
leverage digitalisation to become a future-ready machine/equipment builder. The
response was amazing. We could observe the enthusiasm and active interest among the
attendees to get into the digital transformation journey. But at the same time, we could
also notice the apprehension in terms of changing the mindset. Many of the people were
apprehensive about whether this is the right time to go for it, will it deliver quick RoI,
and what can be done with the existing infrastructure. Have a look at the reports in the
issue to get the experts’ answers to such queries.
Happy reading…
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MARKET | NEWS

Moulding future with design tools
Autodesk recently organised its Moldflow Users’ Conference 2017 in Pune.
Moving on, the next session was addressed by Dr Nanda Santhanam,
With Moldflow experts from Autodesk and its’ user industry, the event brought Senior Software Architect, Simulation & Material Science, Autodesk, on the
together the professionals from
topic ‘Generative Design in Autodesk
automotive OEMs, automotive suppliers,
Simulation’. Dr Santhanam noted that
resin manufacturers, tool makers and
generative design allows creating complex
engineering service providers. The
forms that would otherwise be impossible
conference kicked-off with the welcome
to make using traditional manufacturing
address by Pradeep Nair, Managing
methods. “With machine learning, Internet
Director—India and SAARC, Autodesk.
of Things and Additive Manufacturing
Nair spoke on the company’s strategy of
capabilities incorporated in the Generative
‘The Future of Making Things’, where
Design in Autodesk Simulation, it will be a
he highlighted the innovations
disruptive innovation in the field of design,
happening with the design tools
analysis and optimisation.”
across architecture, construction and
This was followed by the major
manufacturing industry that delivers the
highlight of the event – a series of case
project in advance within the allotted
studies from Autodesk customers,
budget cost. He further stated with the The Moldflow Users’ Conference 2017 organised by Autodesk was
including Bosch, Tata Technologies,
coming in of new technologies like held in Pune
Mann+Hummel, ARAI, Mutual Industries,
Virtual Reality, machine learning, etc,
etc. In addition, there were presentations
the industry will witness fundamental changes in the design process that can on the new enhancements in Autodesk Moldflow 2018 by the company’s
further improve the quality and reduce the time-to-market. He also briefed Moldflow experts. The event witnessed over 500 delegates who gained inabout the Autodesk Fusion 360 and how it enables designers to perform depth knowledge in the areas of moldflow simulation for the injection moulding
scanning to simulation in a single platform without any loss of data.
design process.

EMO Hannover 2017 to build bridge between industry & academia
EMO Hannover 2017 recently announced that it is exploring new approaches presenting examples of their research projects and providing insights into
for strengthening mutual feedback between the academic and business the factory of the future. With a total of 39 institutes, the WGP will exhibit
communities. In line with EMO’s motto of
expertise covering the field of production
‘Connecting systems for intelligent
technology.
production’, the German Machine Tool
Results from the specialised research
Builders’ Association (VDW) is therefore
field of ‘Gentelligent Manufacturing’ will
organising the Industry 4.0 Special Show
also be spotlighted by researchers from
area, where Fraunhofer and universityHannover, who will be showcasing a
affiliated research institutes of the German
‘feeling’ machine tool and new approaches
Academic
Society
for
Production
in the field of sensor technology, like
Engineering (WGP) will be showcasing the
modularised microsensors and sensorlatest advances in networked production
based clamping technology. Magnetic
technology. Besides the WGP, which is a
magnesium alloys, an innovative highgroup of leading German mechanical
frequency communication system for the
engineering professors, representatives of
production operation, and teaching-free
the industrial sector will also be showing
process monitoring will also be spotlighted
what solutions they have already According to Eberhard Abele, President, WGP, “Industry 4.0 is a
at their stand.
implemented in practical form. In an crucial issue for the future, which is addressed in institutes”
In the field of simulation, academics
accompanying presentation forum, eminent
from Kaiserslautern will be showcasing
academics will be elucidating their latest research results, and firms will be results from the BMBF’s ‘mecPro2’ project, which was completed at the end
spotlighting their competences with respect to the smart factory concept.
of 2016. Man-machine interactions will also be highlighted on the stand of
The approximately 650 m2 of the Industry 4.0 area will be located in Hall the team from Aachen, who will be presenting the results of various
25. On more than a third of this area, nine prestigious WGP institutes will be government-funded research projects.
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Dürr Ecoclean supplies its 100th EcoCFlex

New Elb Schliff factory service centre in Germany

Dürr Ecoclean recently announced that in the 100th year of its history, the BMW
Group ordered the 100th EcoCFlex system. The anniversary specimen of the
flexible robot cell forms part of a three-unit package and has received a special
painting. The machines have been serving in a volume production environment
at the Steyr engine plant
since May 2017. The first
EcoCFlex
machine
for
cleaning and deburring
engine components went into
service at the BMW Group in
2005. Eleven years later,
when the company was
celebrating
the
100th
anniversary of its foundation, The custom-painted 100th EcoCFlex system
BMW ordered the 100th operates in a production line for spark
cleaning machine of this type ignition engines at the BMW Group's Steyr
as part of a major order. engine plant
Representing
the
third
generation of Dürr Ecoclean's flexible robotised cells, this anniversary specimen
was launched in production at the Steyr engine plant in early May 2017, along
with two other EcoCFlex 3L systems. These cleaning machines are adapted to
BMW's latest specifications for technical cleanliness, replacing the transfer
systems previously employed on a production line for petrol engines.

Elb-Schliff recently announced that it has expanded its services, keeping
in mind that used machine sales and retrofit business at machine tool
manufacturers is currently booming. Elaborating on this, Torsten Eckert,
Factory Service Specialist, Elb-Schliff, said, “The market for used
machines is growing at an
increasing rate. As a
mechanical
engineering
company, we are able to
benefit from our extensive
know-how and professional
expertise. This is why ElbSchliff has added staff to
its service team and Standard grinding machine
established its own factory
service in Babenhausen, close to the main headquarters in Aschaffenburg,
Germany. At this service & retrofit centre, old grinding machines are
brought up to a state-of-the-art condition, overhauled and retrofitted. For
a complete technical overhaul, the main manufacturing site in
Aschaffenburg is responsible.” He, further, shared that the focus is on
overhauling standard grinding machines, which are usually typical
standalone machines such as those used for regrinding in repair shops.
About 10,000 parts are on stock in the Elb-Schliff service system, of which
600 to 1,000 are frequently requested.

Advt

Hyundai inaugurates global quality & training centre in India
Hyundai Motor India (HMIL) recently announced the inauguration of its global
quality and training centre in Faridabad, Haryana, India. India Quality Centre
(INQC) is one of the five Hyundai quality centres present worldwide. Speaking at
the inauguration of INQC facility, YK Koo, MD & CEO, HMIL, said, “We are glad
to inaugurate the global quality & training centre in India. Hyundai is a customer
centric company and focuses
on customer delight through
quality products and services.
With the opening of India
Quality Centre, Hyundai Motor
aims
to
reinforce
its
commitment to unmatched
quality with a focus on ‘Zero
Defect’ vehicles. In our
constant endeavour to become The India Quality Centre by Hyundai
the lifetime partner for our Motor India was recently inaugurated in
customers, we will continue to Faridabad, Haryana
focus on delivering top level
quality of vehicle safety and bring innovative mobility solutions based on
human-centric, eco-friendly technologies and services.” INQC has been
established to improve the product quality by deeply understanding the needs
of the customers. The centre focuses on ‘Top Level Safety Quality’ through
proactive communication to eliminate potential risks.
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Premium Aerotec, EOS and Daimler in a joint venture

KBL felicitated by ISRO

EOS recently announced that it is starting a joint project with experienced
partners EOS, the leading technology supplier for industrial 3D printing,
and Daimler, the renowned automotive manufacturer. Together, they will
develop the next generation of Additive Manufacturing (AM) in their
NextGenAM project. Via this
cooperation, the companies
are laying the foundation
for the implementation of
this technology in largescale serial manufacturing.
Speaking on this, Thomas
The objective of the project is to progress
Ehm,
CEO,
Premium
the automation of the entire industrial 3D
AEROTEC, said, “We are
printing process
currently the leader for metal
3D printing in the aerospace
industry. Now, we need to continue developing this technology extensively in
order to expand its application spectrum significantly. Together with our
partners, we can, thus, ensure state-of-the-art technology for our industry.”
The objective of the project is to progress the automation of the entire
industrial 3D printing process. To meet this objective, the NextGenAM project
team will check the entire Additive Manufacturing process to see whether
parts of it can be automated, from the delivery of metal powder to the
processing stages after the build process itself.

Kirloskar Brothers was recently felicitated by Indian Space Research
Organisation (ISRO) for its successful completion of the project related to
cooling piping system at Trivandrum, Kerala and was recognised for its
capabilities to execute complex engineering projects amidst challenging
environments. At the
ceremony, ISRO Chairman
AS Kiran Kumar felicitated
Vishnu K, KBL engineer
associated
with
the
project, on behalf of KBL’s
Marine & Defence (M&D)
segment. Speaking on the
ISRO Chairman AS Kiran Kumar recently
company’s
milestone
felicitated Vishnu K, KBL engineer at a ceremony
achievement, Amit Dubey,
GM—Marine & Defence
Sector, Kirloskar Brothers, said, “It is a matter of great pride for KBL to have
achieved recognition from ISRO for its capabilities. The task of
commissioning of cooling piping system for the VSSC facility was
challenging and the margin of error was nil. With our experience of dealing
with similar projects in India and outside, we executed the project with our
engineering partner L&T. This project is special to KBL as it is a testimony
to the country’s indigenous engineering capabilities that only few countries
in the world can boast of.”

Freudenberg announces big investment in Chennai
The Freudenberg Group recently announced their plan to invest in a new innovative and broadly diversified global technology groups.”
production facility in Chennai India. Due to its continued profitable growth
In India, Freudenberg’s 7 Business Groups generated sales of Rs.
in 2016 despite challenging conditions in multiple market segments and 1,483 crore, an improvement of 20% compared to the previous year.
world regions, the global
Employee numbers rose by 17%
technology group achieved
to 2,475 employees at around
sales of €8.6 bn or ₹ 63,835
50 locations in India – with 6
crore, based on the pro-rata
R&D centres and 14 production
consolidation of joint ventures.
sites with state-of-the-art shop
This represents an increase of
floors. This increase in sales and
13.5% compared to 2015.
employees can be attributed to
Speaking on this initiative,
the acquisition of Vibracoustic.
Mohsen Sohi, CEO, Freudenberg
The Business Group operates
Group, said, “With our plan to
production, sales and service
invest in a new production
sites in India.
facility in the city of Chennai,
Continuing its plans to invest
we pledge our long-term
in India, the Group plans to start
commitment to the local market Company delegates announced about their plan at a recent press event
the construction of the new
and are looking to support the
production facility in 2017 in
‘Make in India’ initiative.”
Chennai. The total investment is 15 million euro or ₹ 111 crore. The site,
The implementation of strategic projects is proceeding fully in line located in the Vallam-Vadagal Industrial Park, plans to produce innovative
with the company’s plans. Elaborating further on this, Sohi stated, “This sealing solutions for the automotive industry, among other products. As a
success is the result of the hard work and excellent performance of over global market leader for automotive seals, the company wants to best
48,000 employees worldwide. We are on track to become one of the most serve its customers in the strong automotive hub of Chennai.
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Kia Motors to build manufacturing plant in India

Siemens platform to support vision for AM

Kia Motors recently announced that it has signed a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) with the State Government of Andhra Pradesh, India, to
build a new manufacturing facility in Anantapur District. Construction of the
new manufacturing facility, Kia Motors’ first in India and representing
approximately a US$ 1.1
billion
investment,
will
commence in the final quarter
of 2017. The manufacturing
facility is expected to begin
production in the second half
of 2019 and produce up to
approximately 300,000 units
each year. Speaking on this
initiative, Han-Woo Park, Kia Motors has signed an MOU with the
President, Kia Motors, said, government of Andhra Pradesh to build a
“We are delighted to new manufacturing facility
announce that Kia’s newest
manufacturing facility will be here in Andhra Pradesh. It will enable us to sell
cars in the world’s fifth largest market, while providing greater flexibility for our
global business. Worldwide demand for Kia cars is growing and this is our latest
step towards becoming a leading global car manufacturer.” Construction of this
new manufacturing facility in India will enable Kia to maintain its position as one
of the world’s fastest-growing automobile brands.

Siemens recently announced plans for a new online collaborative platform
designed to bring on-demand product design and 3D printing production to the
global manufacturing industry. The
part manufacturing platform, being
developed by Siemens’ product lifecycle
management (PLM) software business,
will provide an environment capable of
connecting all members of the global
manufacturing community in order to
maximise resource utilisation, access
additive manufacturing expertise and
expand business opportunity. Speaking
on this, Tony Hemmelgarn, President & Siemens is developing a new online
CEO, Siemens PLM Software, said, collaborative part manufacturing
“Siemens is one of the only companies platform
addressing the diverse needs of all
additive manufacturing market participants from designers and engineers, to
manufacturers, 3D printing machine OEMs, material vendors and software
providers, with a comprehensive set of seamless technology solutions for
distributed industrial additive manufacturing and co-innovation. This
announcement builds on that leadership with a platform aimed at instantly
connecting the people, technology, equipment and expertise needed to
efficiently address mutual business opportunities.”

Advt

ZF reinforces aftersales service for wind turbines
ZF Wind Power has recently announced that its Coimbatore branch will be
further enhancing and strengthening its wind service capabilities, in line with
the company’s global service strategy, by setting up a dedicated service
facility for the wind business. The
company is India’s only fully
integrated wind turbine gearbox
manufacturing facility with 4000
MW capacity per annum and
recently celebrated its 10-year
anniversary. The state-of-the-art
facility houses the Coimbatore
Service Centre, which is spread The new Coimbatore branch of ZF Wind
across 4200 sq m and has access Power will be dedicated to wind business
to
the
advanced
quality
and inspection methods and manufacturing machines. Speaking on this, Jan
Willem Ruinemans, Head – Wind Power Technology Business Unit, ZF Wind
Power, said, “The company keeps innovating and moving forward. Our goal is
to work very closely with our customers and continually improve the service
we provide. We place great importance on our customer partnerships with
every aspect of wind-turbine gearboxes, from design to manufacturing and
after-sales service.” The Coimbatore service centre offers one-stop shop
facilities for customers, which helps to reduce turbine downtimes and increase
energy output.
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Introducing www.industr.com - a new website, designed with a fresh new look
and user-friendly navigation, updated with the latest information on the manufacturing
technology world
Available on all digital devices globally, www.industr.com is an umbrella portal that
integrates content of our two magazines – EM (Efficient Manufacturing) and
A&D India (Automation & Drives).
Click and be a part of our online community!

MARKET | INTERVIEW

“Collaborative manufacturing
is the future”
Nikhil Agrawal, Managing Director, Nagel Special Machines, in this interview with
Suchi Adhikari, discusses the importance of moving towards cleaner and greener
technologies and highlights how companies will embrace new innovative technologies,
such as Additive Manufacturing for future developments. Excerpts…
What are the recent products and technologies launched by
your company?
At IMTEX 2017, we focused on technologies related to gun drilling
and honing. We had launched a new gun drilling machine, a
two-spindle machine as well as a horizontal honing machine.

activities in India?
We are looking for opportunities to leverage the ‘Make in India’
initiative and Industry 4.0 initiatives in our future ventures. There
are a few projects underway from our company, which are a part
of these two activities.

Exhibitions like IMTEX provides a good platform for networking
with customers and vendors. What has been your company’s
strategy post IMTEX 2017 to get the maximum
out of the exhibition?
As a company, our objective at IMTEX 2017
has been to maximise the return from our
participation. We are currently working with
specific customers on their projects and are
assisting them with their fine machining
requirements.

Can you brief us on the major trends in your industry sector?
In our area of focus, which is honing technology within the
automobile industry, we witness a strong
focus and move towards RS-6 norms, which is
initiated by the government of India. Electric
mobility is also an important market trend,
especially now with the big companies such
as Apple and Google getting into it. In terms
of market requirements, it is demanding for
cleaner and greener technologies because of
carbon emission norms and in order to leave a
green footprint. Collaborative manufacturing
will also be the way forward and is the future
of manufacturing. Reverse engineering,
Additive Manufacturing and many other
upcoming and innovative initiatives will also
come forward and these technologies will be
embraced by companies in order to address
future developments.

How has your company coped up with the rapid
pace of digitalisation and Industry 4.0 in the
manufacturing sector?
Our company has been working to incorporate
Industry 4.0 and IoT technologies into our
machines and we are designing new products
and automation, which will cater towards
automated solutions in the future.
According to you, what is the impact of the ‘Make in India’ initiative
on the Indian manufacturing sector?
The impact of the ‘Make in India’ initiative has been very positive.
It has provided a great impetus to many industrial sectors
within the country, including companies that deal with electric
car technologies. The ‘Make in India’ campaign has especially
encouraged the initiative for electronic battery manufacturing
in India, wherein batteries are manufactured in India to cater to
electric car technologies. The case is similar with the aerospace
sector, which is getting a boost due to this campaign.
How is your company strategising its plans for manufacturing

16

How do you plan to align your company’s Vision 2020 strategy with
these trends?
Our company’s Vision 2020 is to have products which are directly
assisting our customers by bringing value addition to them as we
focus on catering to their machining requirements.
What are your company’s future plans for the Indian market?
As we move forward, we would like to have a strong focus in the
R&D department and also on our products, which we manufacture
from our manufacturing plants located in Bengaluru. Our goal is
to assist our customers to grow, while ensuring a growth trajectory
for ourselves. ☐
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TECHNOLOGY

SUSTAINABILITY FOR MANUFACTURERS

I m a g es co u r t es y: shutterstock

Driving profitability & growth

Sustainability is an increasingly common theme in the market today. The feature reviews
the top environmental issues affecting the manufacturing sector and explains how taking
action on sustainability can help mitigate perennial business challenges. It also outlines a
sustainable design methodology that can assist in lowering the environmental impact of
any product, quickly and cost-effectively, with the help of advanced design software tools.
The article will encourage manufacturers to integrate sustainability into their corporate
strategy to drive both profits and growth.
18
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Sustainability is usually defined as “meeting the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs.” The sustainability of a manufacturer
is measured by the effect of its operations and its products
throughout their lifecycle. Issues related to sourcing (where
applicable), downstream impact, and strategies are addressed
below in the context of the most pressing environmental matters
of the day.

Materials
Sourcing: Manufacturers use raw materials as inputs and
transform them into finished goods. Materials like wood, copper,
and steel were once cheap and plentiful. However, today, they are
growing ever more expensive and harder to find. Cost and
availability of raw materials are likely to worsen as rapid growth
in newly industrialising countries consumes natural resources
faster than they can be replenished.
Impact: The harvest and extraction of natural materials can cause
substantial environmental harm, especially as supplies dwindle
and resource recovery becomes more invasive. Industrial
materials often emit pollutants as by-products of their production
process. A lifecycle assessment of a manufactured good will
include the environmental impact of the product’s material
inputs as well as the production process. The lifetime impact of a
product may vary significantly based on the materials selection
and on the amount of materials consumed.
Strategies: All manufacturers can minimise environmentally
related business risks by using materials efficiently—the
minimum necessary to do the job—and when feasible, choosing
materials that are:
• Plentiful—such as rapidly renewable natural materials such
as bamboo or readily available industrial materials such as
recycled aluminium, and
• Healthy and safe—not subject to regulations, restrictions,
grassroots campaigns or questions about their environmental
impact on humans, wildlife and habitat.

Water
Sourcing: Manufacturers often use water as an input in the
production process, and some industries are particularly waterintensive. However, as humans, wildlife, agricultural, and
commercial interests increasingly compete for access to clean
water, the price of water is steadily climbing. Many observers
predict that future wars will be fought over water.
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Impact: Manufacturing processes that use water frequently emit
wastewater containing chemicals, suspended solids, and other
impurities. Depending on its composition, the wastewater may be
subject to local health regulations and require expensive treatment
and remediation. Even non-hazardous wastewater (sewage) rates
can be expensive.
Strategies: Manufacturers can reduce costs and risks related to
water and wastewater by:
• Minimising the use of water in manufacturing processes
• Using recycled water rather than potable sources
• Minimising contaminants in wastewater
• Investigating the feasibility of capturing, recycling, and
reusing water onsite

Energy
Sourcing: Energy prices have escalated over the years. Unless
manufacturers have invested in energy efficiency, energy costs
now represent a larger share of operating expenses. The electric
grid infrastructure is aging, inadequate and vulnerable to outages
in many parts of the world. On-site power generation and
alternative sources may be more reliable than power purchased
from a central utility.
Impact: Most energy is produced by the combustion of carbonbased fossil fuels such as coal, gas and oil. The resulting greenhouse
gas emissions are a major cause of global warming and increasingly
subject to regulation. Large emitters, including businesses that
consume large amounts of electricity and natural gas will soon be
required to monitor and report, then limit their output. The more
carbon-based energy a manufacturer uses in its operations, the
more affected it will be by reporting requirements, emission
limits and carbon taxes. Its higher operating expenses will be
reflected in its higher cost of goods.
Manufacturers also need to consider the energy cost and
related emissions of packaging and shipping their raw materials,
component parts and finished goods. Purchasers also care about
the energy consumption, financial and environmental impacts of
a product. The energy efficiency of a product is a newly important
feature and a competitive differentiator.
Strategies: As a hedge against future cost increases and a way to
improve competitiveness, all manufacturers are encouraged to:
• Minimise the energy used in operations, both in business
operations and manufacturing processes
• Minimise the energy consumed by products
• Limit product packaging and shipping distances
• Consider using renewable energy to meet operational needs
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To minimise the lifecycle impact
of a product, producers can use a
sustainable design methodology
modeled on proven improvement
methodologies

Waste
Impact: Worldwide, the problem of waste is growing acute.
Landfills are at capacity and difficult to site; decomposing trash
emits greenhouse gases more potent than carbon dioxide, and
escaping chemicals can contaminate the soil and water supply.
Incinerators are under pressure to close because they emit
benzene and chlorine, carcinogens that endanger human health
and the environment. In response to the growing
acknowledgement that there is no place on earth to throw things
‘away’, over 50 government entities worldwide have adopted a
goal of zero-waste. High waste disposal fees reinforce the policy,
and are common where waste disposal options are scarce.
Pollution is another form of waste. Particulates, gas emissions
and the solids found in wastewater, sludge and ash can all cause
significant harm to humans and habitat. Pollution mitigation
measures are required under local, state and/or federal regulations,
and compliance measures can be expensive. Failure to comply
with regulations can lead to steep penalties, possible civil and
criminal litigation and consumer boycotts.
Manufacturers must consider the waste produced by their
products as well as their operations. Products that generate
unwanted by-products will be more costly and troublesome to
their purchasers than ones that operate more efficiently. Products
covered by extended producer responsibility policies, either
mandatory or voluntary, will impose higher costs and hassles on
manufacturers if they are not designed for efficient disassembly
and resource recovery.
Strategies: Waste is a symptom of a non-optimised manufacturing
process. Any unwanted by-product increases expenses and the
cost of goods but does not increase the product’s value or selling
prices. However, what constitutes waste for one business may be
a valuable input for another. Transferring unwanted by-products
to another manufacturer is a financially sound business practice,
regardless of whether a fee is collected. Eliminating waste by
improving the efficiency of the process is an even more cost
effective practice.
Every manufacturer can increase profitability by reducing its
waste stream. This can be achieved by:
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• Buying materials accurately, and using them efficiently
• Improving process efficiency
• Controlling pollutants
• Finding a productive use for industrial outputs

Regulatory and voluntary standards
Impact: The use and disposition of specific material inputs is
increasingly subject to regulations intended to minimise
environmental harm.
‘Soft’ requirements, while not legally enforceable, are also
gaining momentum. The media and the market are beginning to
demand that companies publish information about their product
contents, corporate emission levels and climate action plans.
Grassroot campaigns targeting the use of specific materials (such
as polyvinyl chloride, or PVC) may affect consumer preferences,
spur lawsuits and foreshadow regulatory action.
Strategies: To facilitate compliance with environmental
regulations, manufacturers are advised to:
• Monitor the regulations that govern their products
• Understand the environmental impact of products
• Track emerging policies and opinions affecting the same
• Take preventive action by reducing the environmental
impact of their products and diversify by adding a “green”
product in the same space

The business benefits of sustainability
The increasing importance of environmental issues to
manufacturers poses risks and offers opportunities. The following
section briefly connects the opportunities to the business
challenges commonly faced by producers.

Profitability
• Using less energy lowers overhead and product costs
• Using fewer materials also cuts costs
• Companies that use natural resources wisely and take
positive steps to lower their environmental impact are more
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Sustainability is usually defined as meeting the needs
of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs

successful in attracting and retaining loyal customers & staff
• Manufacturers that take responsibility for products after
point of sale can create an annuity-based service business

Competition
• Sustainability is still a differentiator, but not for long–it is
quickly becoming an expected part of doing business
• Customers claim in surveys that they are willing to pay more
for a safe, healthy, green product. Recent concerns about the
presence of dangerous chemicals and materials in imported
goods give domestic manufacturers a chance to regain
market share for some types of consumer goods
• Products that use minimal energy and water will cost less to
own and operate than less resource-efficient alternatives

Compliance and managing risk
• Regulatory pressures will continue to increase and expand
to cover materials and products whose cumulative
environmental impact is deemed unacceptable
• Pro-actively reducing the carbon and chemical footprint of
a business now can minimise negative regulatory impacts
• A sustainable approach reduces risks at every stage of
business, leaving businesses less exposed to the possibility of
material shortages, energy price increases, higher fees for
waste disposal and pollution abatement, liability and
unwelcome shareholder actions

Implementation options
Manufacturers can lower their expenses by improving the
resource efficiency of their operations in the front office, back
office and factory. Opportunities for growth will come from
improvements in product design.
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Production process
Two factors reduce the risk of updating a production process
to improve its sustainability: one is using a proven methodology
and the other, a proven technology. Lean manufacturing and
SixSigma are well-known process improvement methodologies
that target and eliminate waste to drive profitability; they improve
the environmental performance of a process at the same time.
Using a sustainable design methodology that borrows key
elements from Lean and SixSigma can help a producer target
areas for improvement efficiently with minimal risk.
The other way to reduce risk is to take advantage of the latest
software technology. Businesses that use a design platform with
digital prototyping capabilities, such as Autodesk® Inventor™
software, can develop a single 3D model that evolves from concept
through manufacturing. The model allows the designer to
evaluate opportunities to reduce environmental impact in the
manufacturing process—such as, by reducing weld energy
through optimisation of material thicknesses in an assembly.

Product design
The greatest environmental impact of some products comes
not during their manufacture, but during their useful life.
Industrial equipment, consumer electronics, cell phones—
anything with an on/off switch—may consume more energy in a
year than was consumed during its production or embedded in
its raw materials. In other cases, the choice of materials may be
the most critical environmental factor associated with a product.
Both issues are of growing importance to customers, supply chain
partners and regulators. Products with low eco-footprints offer a
lower total cost of ownership, less chance of liability and fewer
regulatory hurdles for producers and buyers alike. In short, such
products are more competitive than their traditional counterparts
are and may fuel a manufacturer’s growth.
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To minimise the lifecycle impact of a
product, producers can use a sustainable
design methodology modeled on proven
improvement methodologies. Like Lean
and SixSigma, sustainable design “starts
with the end in mind,” a clearly defined
outcome or end state. Because the interplay
of inputs and process steps dictates the
outcome of a process—or in this case, a
product—sustainable design practitioners
work backward and analyze the impact of
materials choices and production
processes on the product’s overall
sustainability and the desired outcome.
Understanding the interplay allows a
designer to modify elements of the process
as needed to achieve the desired result. In
Six Sigma terms, the process output is a
function of process inputs (Y= f(X)), so
achieving a specific outcome involves
manipulating the input variables until the
desired result is achieved.

product can quickly be optimised to meet
the latest conditions. The digital prototype
reduces risk by keeping options open as
long as needed.

Conclusion
Manufacturers
are
increasingly
choosing to improve the sustainability of
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their business operations, production
processes and product designs to drive
profitability and growth. A sustainable
design
methodology
and
digital
prototyping software are both essential
tools to help designers develop products
meet one or more business-oriented,
environmental outcomes. ☐
Courtesy: Autodesk

Advt

Optimising for outcomes with
digital prototyping
Once the desired outcome is selected,
the design team can pick a strategy and
analyse the inputs and process steps to
understand the impact of each on the
outcome. The team can then build a 3D
virtual model to facilitate its analysis and
decision-making.
Regardless of the specific sustainable
outcome and strategy selected, a digital
prototype will save the design team time
and money as it analyses and tests
alternative options. In many cases, the
digital prototype will be able to predict the
impact of the proposed change on the
product’s characteristics and the energy
consumed during its manufacture. Armed
with such data, the design team can
quickly and cost-effectively experiment
with different material and process
variables until it discovers the optimal
combination. Multiple options for the
same product can be saved at any stage,
from concept through manufacturing,
allowing the team to pursue multiple
strategies in parallel. If the market or
regulatory environment changes, the
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MANAGEMENT | INTERVIEW

“Forecasting the machine’s future”
Eckhard Hohwieler, Head—Production Machines and Line Management, and Claudio Geisert,
Manager — Condition Monitoring & Maintenance, Fraunhofer Institute for Production Systems and
Design Technology (IPK), in this interview, brief on the importance of predictive maintenance on the
manufacturing industry. Excerpts…
How does predictive maintenance differ from condition
monitoring? How does it specifically benefit the owner of
machine tools?
Hohwieler: Condition monitoring detects and monitors the
wear-and-tear status, whereas predictive maintenance forecasts
the putative development of the machine’s future status and
plans the appropriate maintenance work required.
Geisert: Care and maintenance are governed by the condition of
the machine. This means the staff concerned carries out precisely
the care and maintenance work that is actually required. Effective
PM reduces the number of maintenance routines needed, and
increases machine availability levels. It also enables line use to
be more efficiently planned, because care and maintenance work
will now be carried out on pre-specified dates.
One of your specialities is process monitoring and condition
diagnostics, can you give us a highlight from your research
work?
Hohwieler: For one machinery manufacturer, we have created
a tool monitoring feature without any additional sensors or
other electronics. A software package integrated into the control
system monitors tool wear-and-tear and fracturing. On this
basis, we developed further algorithms enabling the machine’s
condition and behaviour to be checked. This allows an employee
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to determine weak points with astonishing accuracy using the
characteristic values of the drive shafts.
Where are the data actually located – at the IPK or the
company concerned? Who owns the data, and who is entitled
to use them?
Geisert: The data created during the utilisation phase belong
(unless something to the contrary has been contractually
agreed) to the operating company. As a rule, the companies
concerned will not reveal these data to outsiders, since they
fear that sensitive information will be among them, or can
be derived from them. One solution commonly adopted is to
install an appropriate server inside the company’s own network.
This, however, will in its turn deprive the manufacturer of an
option for gaining additional insights into the behaviour of
his machines in the field. In order to master this problem, a
relationship of mutual trust between the manufacturer and the
operator is always imperative, though contractual safeguarding
for utilisation of the data is indubitably helpful.
How has this new form of monitoring evolved into PM at
your institute? Can you give us an example of a PM solution
that you have developed together with a machine tool
manufacturer?
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“While working on a project on e-maintenance,
we took a long, close look at how information
from condition monitoring can be utilised for
planning maintenance work.”
Eckhard Hohwieler,
Head—Production Machines and Line Management
Fraunhofer Institute for Production Systems
and Design Technology

“The automotive industry demands
guarantees on availability from the
machinery manufacturers, plus particulars of
the anticipated lifecycle costs.”
Claudio Geisert,
Manager— Condition Monitoring & Maintenance
Fraunhofer Institute for Production Systems
and Design Technology

Eckhard Hohwieler: While working on a project on
e-maintenance, we took a long, close look at how information
from condition monitoring can be utilised for planning
maintenance work. As an aid here, we used an electronic service
checkbook that specifies the next worksteps required.
Geisert: The automotive industry demands guarantees
on availability from the machinery manufacturers, plus
particulars of the anticipated lifecycle costs. This, however,
necessitates complete coverage monitoring of the machine
involved. Our solution developed in conjunction with the
grinding machine manufacturer Schaudt-Mikrosa – electronic
monitoring of the drive elements using the machine’s own
control system – acquires and evaluates all messages and
signals from the machine, which the system then uses to
determine the dynamic behaviour of the drive shafts and
spindles over a lengthy time period.
How does the PM tool benefit the manufacturer?
Hohwieler: Schaudt-Mikrosa is already using it as an important
tool for purposes of quality assurance – in machinery acceptance
testing, for example, or in the warranty phase to clarify the
causes of damage, such as collisions between drive elements,
tools and components.
Geisert: The service personnel use the tool for looking backwards
into the past. Thanks to complete coverage data acquisition and
storage, they see when and under what circumstances problems
occurred for the first time, and can, thus, more easily identify
how they can be remedied.
Monitoring and condition diagnostics involve huge quantities
of data. How do you proceed for evaluating this kind of Big
Data Analysis?
Hohwieler: We don’t acquire the raw data, but true to our
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motto of ‘smart data’ and not Big Data, we determine and
store only the typical characteristic values. Quite often, Big
Data accumulates merely because it’s possible to store huge
quantities and generate redundant data copies. It’s more
sensible to make an intelligent pre-selection near the machine
concerned before storage, so that a reduced data record is then
transferred to the cloud.
How can users ensure that a reduced data record does not
overlook effects that can then no longer be reconstructed?
What options are already available for making a selection?
Geisert: Compression of raw data to selected characteristic
values always entails concomitant losses. So, the possibility
cannot be ruled out that some effects will be overlooked.
However, this also applies to data acquisition— what physical
variables are to be actually acquired using what sensors and with
what accuracy? Without a certain amount of domain-specific
expert knowledge, a monitoring concept cannot be translated
into viable reality.
In order to make the correct selection, users can utilise machine
learning processes in the development phase. This helps the
expert to choose meaningful characteristic values. It must always
be remembered that for developing a sustainable monitoring
concept you need both— knowledge of the fundamental theory
involved and the experiential knowledge.
What are the long-term benefits of predictive maintenance for
the manufacturers?
Hohwieler: You get a fleet effect. Over the course of the
production lines’ lifecycle at the customer’s facility, huge
amounts of information are created, which enables the
manufacturer’s service capabilities to be improved. ☐
Courtesy: VDW
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Building smarter, easy-to-maintain
machines & equipment
To be successful in today’s global industrial equipment and
machinery market, we need to leverage on digitalisation and build
machines that are smarter, more flexible & easier to maintain. In
this context, EM and Siemens PLM Software, along with ALMTI
(Association of Ludhiana Machine Tool Industries) had recently
organised a panel discussion on ‘Leveraging Digitalisation for
Building Smarter, More Functional & Easy-to-Maintain Machines
& Equipment’, at Ludhiana, Punjab. A post-event report…
Keeping in mind today’s complex global market,
manufacturers in the industrial equipment and machinery
market need to embrace technological advances to improve plant
productivity, compete against rivals, and maintain an edge with
customers. The market demands maximum uptime on a day-today basis, while expecting that the products will remain productive
for decades. The new reality for equipment and machine builders
is that their engineers need to collaborate more in order to make
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complex decisions with less time to get it right.
Some of the other challenges faced by this sector include
development of configurable, modular systems to meet
diverse customer demands, building cost-efficient equipment
and machines with improved designs and better energy
efficiency, reduced lifecycle cost and easy maintainability and
a focus on operational improvements while keeping an eye on
strategic imperatives.
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“Ludhiana’s machine tool
industry has to find out
solutions so that they can move
in the direction of taking our
industry forward”
Major Singh,
Managing Director,
Jaewoo India

In order to meet these challenges, manufacturers have to be
willing to embrace disruptive technologies and take the next step
forward by adopting new product development (NPD) process.
This latest technology will allow companies to compete in the
global market by enhancing their product lifecycle management
(PLM) platform, which is a key to flourish in today’s complex
business environment. This was recently explored at Ludhiana,
Punjab with EM and Siemens PLM Software, in association with
ALMTI (Association of Ludhiana Machine Tool Industries).
The conference was inaugurated by Sukhdial Singh,
Managing Partner, Rattan Hammers, who highlighted the
strengths of Ludhiana’s industrial sector and its place in the
global market. He noted, Ludhiana is Asia’s largest hub for
bicycle manufacturing and produces more than 50% of India’s
bicycle consumption of more than 10 million each year. The city
also produces 60% of India’s tractor parts and a large portion of
auto and two-wheeler parts.

Scope of Ludhiana as a manufacturing hub
Elaborating further on the need for Ludhiana to leadfrog its
growth by adopting the latest technologies, Singh stated, “The
machine tool industry in Punjab is modernising very fast. Hence,
it is the need of the hour today to focus on leveraging digitalisation
for building faster and smarter machines, which will aid the
growing machine tools sector in Ludhiana.” Next, the seminar
progressed to the chief guest address which was given by Rajesh
Jain, Zonal Head – North II, National Small Industries
Corporation (NSIC). He spoke on the importance of low cost
automation solutions in today’s complex business environment.

Taking the next step ahead
The conference then proceeded with the panel discussion on
‘Building smarter, more functional & easy-to-maintain machines
& equipment’. The panelists of the discussion were Manjit Singh
Matharoo, CEO, Matharoo & Matharoo Inc; Sanchit Sharma,
Team Lead, Metal Forming R&D, ISGEC Heavy Engineering;
Major Singh, Managing Director, Jaewoo India; Pradeep Jain,
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“There is a huge scope for us to
trigger a transformation in
terms of quality, productivity
and efficiency of our machine
tool sector”
Manjit Singh Matharoo,
CEO,
Matharoo & Matharoo Inc

“To achieve optimisation,
working on 3D platforms and
using appropriate software is
the need of the hour”
Sanchit Sharma,
Team Lead, Metal Forming R&D,
ISGEC Heavy Engineering

Managing Director, Sandeep Machines and Nilotpal Kumar,
Industry Consultant, Siemens PLM Software. The discussion was
moderated by Shekhar Jitkar, Chief Editor, EM.
Underlining their opinion on Ludhiana’s machinery sector,
both Matharoo and Singh agreed that the industry needs to
develop when it comes to adopting the latest technologies which
will help the local manufacturers compete globally. In this
context, Kumar spoke of industry-academia collaboration, which
helps in bridge the skill gap of our workforce. “In order to help
with the knowledge or skill gap of our workforce, Siemens as a
company, has tie-ups with academic institutes and colleges where
engineering graduates are exposed to our Siemens software for
free so that they can be industry-ready in terms of skills. In this
way, we are going for industry-academia collaborations in order
to bridge the skill gap of our future workforce.”

Adopting the latest technologies
Speaking on the significance of adopting the latest
technologies, Jain explained, “In order to progress, we need to
adopt the latest technology and once we do so, our product will
definitely improve and match the international price. Building
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“Technology can help create a
differentiation and adopting
the latest technologies can help
steer the productivity to a
higher level”
Nilotpal Kumar,
Industry Consultant,
Siemens PLM Software

the skills of our workforce for the application of these latest
technologies is another factor that can help us compete in the
global market.” He further added that products produced must be
of international quality so that the scope of export can be utilised.
Also, things must be organised in such a way that companies can
be on a strong growth path, by adopting the latest technologies.

“Manufacturers have to adopt
the latest technologies in order
to be competitive in the global
market”
Pradeep Jain,
Managing Director,
Sandeep Machines

Providing customised solutions
The next topic of the discussion was on the increasing demand
for customised solutions from customers and the steps that
manufacturers can take to cope up with this demand. In this
context, Jain emphasised on the importance of design and shared,
“Before manufacturing a machine, you must manufacture the
drawing of that machine. You cannot produce a machine without
making the drawings. Technology is the most important criteria
in this regard.”
Kumar further added to this and spoke of the concept of
modularity, which can specifically aid in providing customised
solutions. He explained, “An important aspect of customised
products is modular design. While catering to customised needs,
a designer may find, for instance, that 60% of the machine design
for five variants of the product is exactly the same while only 40%
of that design may need to be changed to make it customised.
Thus, taking this into consideration and designing accordingly
will help take better care of the inventory, be more cost-effective
and responsiveness will also be enhanced. This is the concept of
modularity which can help with customised products.”
Also elaborating on the importance of design was Sharma,
who stated, “It is important to analyse and focus on the scientific
background of each component and understand it so well that
we, as designers, are flexible enough to change the components
and the size of the machine to cater to the needs of our clients and
reach an optimised version of that machine. In this way, we can
enhance our new product development process by building a
strong foundation of knowledge of our mother machine and its
components and starting to explore what changes can be made to
this machine in order to develop a more sophisticated, functional
and optimal solution.”
Matharoo stressed on the importance of a digital platform
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and averred, “In order to cater to customised products, the
design must be made on a digital platform, which must be made
keeping in mind all the engineering parameters so as to meet the
customised design of the customer. Thus, it is essential to adopt
the tools which will help formulise this design on the digital
platform. Higher production, low cost and repeatability are
some of the factors that in need to be kept in mind, while
providing solutions.”

Competing globally
The next part of the discussion focused on the factors, which
can be implemented by the local manufacturers of Ludhiana in
order to compete globally. In this regard, Sharma said that the
most important thing is to divide the machines into subassemblies and then depending on the parameters of the subassemblies, one should create a spreadsheet, which will help
evaluate the machine’s motor input related to the bearings, and
other factors. “When a customer wants an order to be delivered
quickly, one cannot design the components in the machine at that
given time. Thus, spreadsheets are a basic need for this
transformation,” he averred.
He further added, “To achieve optimisation, working on 3D
platforms and using appropriate software is the need of the hour.
On one hand, while spreadsheets give us the first level information
about the developments, 3D platforms give us an overview of the
entire geometry as well as depict the lifespan of a component.”
Often, when a designer is asked how old the machine design is, he
does not have an answer. “However, using the analysis software
can help us keep a track of the life term of the design and its spare
parts,” he opined.
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Speaking of customer demands, Matharoo shared, “There is a
great need especially in the automobile industry to adopt
automation in order to make faster products. Customers today
want multitasking or modular machines wherein different models
may need to be produced of one machine. Catering to this need is
not possible without the latest technology and a digital platform
which will allow manufacturers to formulate a virtual design,
which is flexible and changes can be made.”
He further noted that for the small and medium scale
manufacturers of Ludhiana, it is important to have a very big
and competitive common facility centre, which includes a
design facility, a small lab and large machine centres, where
machine tool manufacturers can get the digital support at an
affordable price to help them execute and produce their designs
on a digital platform. Jain agreed to this and reiterated, “There
needs to be a common design centre in Ludhiana to aid the local
manufacturers. To compete globally, they must also be willing
to adopt the latest technologies.”
Singh stressed on the need for low cost solutions and
explained, “We will have to focus on production quality – only
then can we produce low-cost machinery. We must also stress on
customer’s requirement and focus on the technology used to
deliver that solution. We have to make this solution process more
productive and increase its quantity while increasing the number
of vendors, which will help create a platform to develop the
industry more openly.” He also spoke of the importance of digital
design and noted, “To make a quality product, we will have to
concentrate on the proper design of the product. We must not
rely on designs that are a copy of imported machines but must
build our own machine designs, keeping in mind the required
parameters. This will help us manufacture our machines at low
cost while saving time.”

Driving towards transformation
Citing further reasons to adopt digitalisation, Kumar said,
“As manufacturers, we need to put major emphasis on the way
we run our factories, the processes that we implement to
achieve higher efficiency, and our design process and we need
to focus on improving these aspects continuously. It is worth
noting that technology can help create a differentiation and
adopting the latest technologies can help steer the productivity
to a higher level.”
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Also elaborating on cost-effective solutions, he shared, “We
have proposed an initiative which is already implemented in
Bengaluru where a handful of manufacturers from the same
industry share the expenses of buying the software from Siemens
and have a common set-up where all of them can use it to cater
to their company’s needs. This is a cost-effective method which,
if adopted, can also help the local manufacturers of Ludhiana
spend less money while aiding them in adopting the latest
technologies.” The discussion was concluded with all the
panelists agreeing to the fact that digitalisation has become an
integral phase in every business enterprise and must be adopted
in order to compete globally.

Advanced machine engineering for industrial
machinery
Discussing further on leveraging digitalisation to build
smarter, faster and cost-effective machines, Kumar presented
the session on a framework which helps to incorporate
digitalisation practices in machine building. He also touched
upon the importance of digitalisation in meeting industry
challenges and spoke on the solutions from Siemens, which can
help manufacturers in adopting a digital platform. This can help
them in enhancing their production process and bring about
better quality of products while achieving higher efficiency.

Key takeaways…
Jitkar summarised the discussion by stating that the first
and foremost thing would be to acquire knowledge, build the
skills and focus on our design capability. The emphasis on
design and drawing aspects is especially significant in order to
steer towards adopting digital platforms that are used to meet
global standards and we must strive to have a common
consortium of design where teams can work together. Skilling
the workforce especially with the help of new solutions and
software can also help with the visualisation of the virtualisation
of designs and actual products so as to save time and decide on
the facts beforehand. Thus, manufacturers must adopt the
latest technologies and digital platform, based on their needs,
in order to transit successfully towards achieving digitalisation
so as to meet the global challenges in today’s complex business
environment. ☐
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Embracing digitalisation in manufacturing
Today, a digital transformation is desirable to draw a reduction in
costs as well as make the shopfloor operations more productive.
Such technologies are also ruling out the myth of eliminating
manpower at work, rather, it is utilising their skills to get the best
out of them. In this context, EM and Siemens PLM Software, along
with IPI (Indian Plastics Institute) and ITAMMA (Indian Textile
Accessories & Machinery Manufacturers Association), had recently
organised a panel discussion on ‘Leveraging Digitalisation for
Building Smarter, More Functional & Easy-to-Maintain Machines’
& Equipment, at Ahmedabad, Gujarat. A post-event report…
Over the years, the manufacturing industry has developed in
leaps and bounds, not only in terms of technology upgradation,
but also across the adoptability of modular and smarter machines
so as to become competitive and future-ready. In doing so, some
challenges faced by the manufacturers are: developing
configurable, modular systems to meet diverse customer
demands; building cost-efficient equipment/machines with
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improved designs and better energy efficiency, reduced lifecycle
cost and easy maintainability; and focus on operational
improvements, while keeping an eye on strategic imperatives.
These goals are compounded by the fact that today’s new
product development (NPD) process is encompassed of countless
decision points and parallel work flows across multiple disciplines
that take place in a global milieu. As such, organisations need a
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product lifecycle management (PLM) platform that empowers
companies to accomplish their complex business environment.
This was recently explored & discussed at Ahmedabad, Gujarat,
with EM and Siemens PLM Software, in association with IPI
(Indian Plastics Institute) and ITAMMA (Indian Textile
Accessories & Machinery Manufacturers Association).
The conference was inaugurated by Abhay Upadhay from the
Governing Council of IPI & director of MIFA Systems, who
traced down the journey of automation in all verticals of the
industry. This was followed by a guest address from N D Mhatre,
Director General—Technical, ITAMMA, who shared the
technological progress of the textile engineering industry.
“Creating an ecosystem for innovation is very important.
ITAMMA is helping the textile engineering industry in enriching
their knowledge and enhancing their businesses,” he said.
Highlighting the requirement of leveraging digitalisation
across industries, Dr Arvind Patel, Managing Director,
Sahajanand Laser Technologies, gave an overview of the current
day situation wherein automation and technological
advancements have become pivotal. “Industries today need
automation, cost-effective manufacturing practices and highlevel technology applications,” he opined.

Adaptability of advanced technologies
The focus of the event was a panel discussion organised by
EM on ‘Leveraging Digitalisation for Building Smarter, More
Functional & Easy-to-Maintain Machines/Equipment’. The
panelists of the discussion were Shirish Divgi, Managing Director,
Ferromatik Milacron India; Vinay Bansod, Chief Technology
Officer, Windsor Machines Ltd; Yash Parikh, Automation
Engineer, Neoplast Engineering; Maulik Patel, Executive
Director, Sahajanand Laser Technologies; Somil Gupta, Alliance
Manager, Bosch India and Nilotpal Kumar, Industry Consultant,
Siemens PLM Software. The discussion was moderated by
Shekhar Jitkar, Chief Editor, EM.
In the present day, digitisation has become an integral phase
in every business enterprise. On this note, the panel discussion
was themed on the challenges faced by manufacturers to achieve
the digital transformation. Overviewing the current machinery
& equipment industry, Jitkar asked the panelists to opine on the
acceptability of such advanced technological models into their
operations. Answering this, Gupta specified a major potentiality
in the given market. He also explained, “People are taking up
data from the machine and putting it to the cloud. Industry 4.0
is a much larger and broader concept. In this context, there are
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“Understanding the customer’s
pain points is vital. Helping the
customers and adding value to
them can generate benefits to us”
Shirish Divgi,
Managing Director,
Ferromatik Milacron India

“In a manufacturing company,
data synchronisation is needed
to avoid delays in the
manufacturing processes”
Vinay Bansod,
Chief Technology Officer,
Windsor Machines

“Having a structured data in a
firm that is consumable and
executable is essential”
Somil Gupta,
Alliance Manager,
Bosch India

three major dimensions, especially for the machine
manufacturers to achieve the level—how to make machines
more intelligent, how to collect data from different sources and
integrate it into a single source and lastly, how to implement
this in the entire organisation.”
Underlining his opinion on the machinery sector, Divgi
commented that the Indian industry has witnessed a
remarkable leap in addressing the manufacturing, design and
service of industrial machinery. Speaking on the plastic
machinery manufacturing, he said, “Currently, the industry is
able to contribute around 40-50% of the total machines
expected for the Indian market. As such, the remaining 50% is
our area of challenge and scope and can be achieved through
technology. Over the years, there has been a change in the
mindset of individuals and people are today more concerned
with the customer demands. This shift is an enabler to scale
the existing gaps.”
Sharing his experience on the adaptability of Industry 4.0 in
machinery manufacturing, Parikh averred that machinery
manufacturing industry has to see the feasibility of adopting any
new technology. “A major component in the technology adoption
is the cost factor. However, considering the customer demand, it
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“There is an ample availability
of resources in the industry
today. It all depends on how
we leverage the technologies as
per our needs”

becomes inevitable to drive through the digital transformation,”
he suggested.
Representing laser machines among the panelists was
Patel, who opined that along with the machine manufacturers,
customers are also in need to adapt to the growing technology
standards. “The ERP system, CRM and the service mechanism
in an organisation needs to be digitised. Also, people have to
graduate themselves from using excel sheets in their
operations to adopting digital platforms. Regarding reaching
the Industry 4.0 level, as compared to the western world,
India still has a lot to develop, but the level of awareness is
certainly growing,” he commented.
Accompanied with the adaptability of advanced technologies
comes a greater need for investing into such technologies. As per
Kumar, “Industry 4.0 is the vision to reach the maximum level of
manufacturing productivity based on technologies like cloud,
advanced analytics, machine learning, Additive Manufacturing,
horizontal/vertical integration, IIoT, etc.”

Connecting product development with processes
For accomplishing a digital journey, connecting the product
development closely with the manufacturing processes is
indispensable. Taking this forward, Gupta recommended having
a structured data in a firm that is consumable and executable.
“We need to have the data connected in all the departments of an
organisation. We need to understand whether the design engineer
is aware about the field failures, whether the voice of customers
gets reflected to the system, does the experience of the maintenance
engineer get captured, are the specifications communicated in
time with the procurement team and vendors and so on. As such,
there are some loopholes in the way data is being stored, on how
information is being shared, and the technique in which processes
are organised. Such issues can be addressed by consolidating
data,” he explained.
From the technology strategy point of view, Bansod briefed
on the challenges faced in the industry. “In a manufacturing
company, data synchronisation is needed to avoid delays in the
manufacturing processes, which in turn reduces operational
excellence. Therefore, we need to get an ERP system that clearly
integrates all processes into one source. This can lead to better
decision-making and designing the products faster.” Parikh
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Industry Consultant,
Siemens PLM Software

“Product development and
manufacturing processes must
be tightly linked to each other
through digitalisation”
Maulik Patel,
Executive Director,
Sahajanand Laser Technologies

“Educational institutes should
tie up with industries and the
technology of integrating
automation with IT should be
made available easily”
Yash Parikh,
Automation Engineer
Neoplast Engineering

agreed to the same.
According to Divgi, the biggest challenge is to comprehend
the customer needs. “Understanding the customer’s pain points
is vital. It can include the costs of spare parts or maintenance or
the lifecycle costs and technology knowledge. Helping the
customers and adding value to them can generate benefits to us,”
he said. Speaking on similar lines, Patel stated that the product
development and manufacturing processes must be tightly linked
to each other through digitalisation.
Explaining further, Kumar pointed out that global
manufacturers have advanced from the product twin to the
process twin and plant twin. “Any product needs to go through
three phases—ideation, realisation and utilisation. This is the
journey which we need to take,” he clarified.

Modeling smarter equipment
In order to make machines smarter, it is important to make
them maintenance-free and energy-efficient and at the same
time, fulfill the requirements of customers. When Jitkar asked the
panelists on ways to achieve this, Gupta suggested that with
changing customer requirements, it is crucial to implement an
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appropriate planning technique. “For this, we need to understand
the expected potentiality of the machines in the next five years;
create product platforms that could serve base for further
customisation and leverage such technologies. To build
configurability and flexibility without adding any costs, we have
to take into account a lot of functions—both in the product and
cloud,” he shared.
To make the equipment smarter, it is noteworthy that the
existing infrastructure supports the advanced technologies.
Emplacing this, Bansod asserted that for companies, which have
not reached the Industry 3.0 mark, process improvement could
be a big change for them. “For us, product development plays a
vital role. The challenge here is of varied customer demands. To
make the product development cycle fast, we have thoroughly
worked on standardisation and variety deduction,” he said.
Moving ahead, Parikh explained, “Existing shopfloors have the
capacity to do everything. It only depends on how you manage it
and how disciplined people are. The people working on shopfloors
need to be properly skilled with the required level of awareness.”
Adding further, Patel suggested that adequate training is
instrumental for shopfloor workers to adopt advanced
concepts. “A training culture needs to be implemented within
the organisation, wherein sharing of experience can
materialise,” he said.

Becoming future-ready manufacturers
Becoming future-ready parallels with the vision and the
capabilities to compete in the world of tomorrow, and have a
larger purpose to remain relevant to society. When Jitkar asked
the panelists on the way forward to become future-ready
manufacturers, Gupta emphasised on the need to invest in people,
re-skill them, incorporate IT with software into machines, as well
as keep a good stock of the data.
Agreeing to Gupta, Bansod mentioned that for capital
equipment, it is imperative to make the machines faster.
“Machines should be able to communicate with customers and
back to the manufacturers. The machines can give many
indications, which if tapped properly can give us the opportunity
to perform predictive analysis on them and reduce downtime,”
he said.
As per Divgi, to become future-ready, the products must be
reliable, aesthetic and easy to operate. Stressing on the industry-
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academia partnership, Parikh recommended an upgradation of
the skill-set of people working on the shopfloors. He further
opined, “To invest more on people, it’s important to train them.
Educational institutes should tie up with industries and the
technology of integrating automation with IT should be made
available to the Indian institutes.”
Given that digitalisation is a key to enable future-ready
operations, Patel opined that companies should be more
competitive and bring in modularity in terms of new product
development in such a manner that it fits into every customer’s
necessities and shopfloors. Speaking on digitalisation, he said, “It
helps in understanding what a customer is trying to convey, and
what we need to understand out of him. This will let us anticipate
the needs of the customers and work towards it.”
The discussion was concluded with Kumar’s idea of listing
down the short-term and long-term goals, and at the same time,
evaluating measures to technology in a better fashion to become
future-ready.

Leveraging digitalisation
Overviewing on how leveraging digitalisation can help
build smarter, faster and cost-effective machines, Kumar
pointed out, “Today, there is an ample availability of resources
in the industry. It all depends on how we leverage the
technologies as per our needs.” He further stated the importance
of digitalisation and industry challenges from the industry
perspective as well as briefed on solutions to make the
production efficient and error-free.

Key takeaways…
Jitkar summarised the discussion with addressing the
bottlenecks faced by Indian manufacturers in terms of customer
requirements and adopting the latest technological practices to
become ready for the future. They need to focus on data
management and ensure that the data is precise and well-managed
so that every department in the company can access it. They also
need to pick up the accurate technology as per their needs and
upgrade the existing skills at the shopfloor. Lastly, the
manufacturers need to fulfill the customer’s orders in minimum
time and be flexible enough to accomplish their orders,
modifications and changes. ☐
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Maximising the use of simulation software
NC verification and simulation software has been used by aerospace manufacturers for
long, yet some NC programmers do not take advantage of the benefits it can offer. The
article highlights the required strategies and techniques to go ahead with NC simulation
for aerospace manufacturers.
Given the expense of each part machined, NC simulation is
generally regarded as an important step in the machining
process. Simulation checks each machining operation as it is
programmed, or as a final check after the programming is
finished and post-processed for the specific machine. It’s
typically a quality checking process that ensures the part is cut
as expected from the generated NC programs, without the risk
of a machine collision.
These are valuable uses that justify software cost, often many
times over. However, some resourceful companies have
discovered that simulation software can be used to benefit their
shop in ways that others overlook, sometimes even in ways that
were unintended by the software developer.
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Evolving strategies and techniques
One of the easiest ways to get more from simulation software
is to simply use it. Test new, unproven, machining strategies
virtually as an analysis laboratory. Other than the time required
to virtually create and test new methods, there is no physical
cost. An NC programmer can try and fine-tune radical new
ideas several times over. A few hours spent trying out different
methods could potentially save many hours of machine time,
reducing tool and machine wear, wasted materials, energy costs,
and human fatigue.
CAM vendors are developing new 5-axis strategies which are
more complex; they are also developing new 5-axis roughing
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A physics-based optimisation method determines
the maximum reliable feed rate for a given cutting
condition based on the following three factors:
maximum chip thickness, maximum allowable
feed rate, and force on the cutter

strategies that are improving the process of machining. New
processes and new techniques must be employed and 5-axis
machine simulation software that accurately represents each
5-axis machining cut in great detail will provide the necessary
confidence to succeed. This also allows for new invention,
experimentation and success with new technique.

Removing the fear of multi-axis machining
CGTech, the developer of VERICUT software, has encouraged
its customers to push the software to its limits. This can be well
described using an example involving a creative NC programmer
for a large aerospace engine manufacturer. They were looking for
a faster way to make the leading edge of a titanium fan blade, and
the NC programmer theorised that a new machining method
could make the difference they needed.
Traditionally, the process for making the part use to take
many hours using a grinding technique. The NC programmer
believed the part could be created using a 5-axis mill, but he
knew he would need to convince his management before tying
up the expensive machine for many hours cutting a test part.
By using VERICUT to simulate the process, the programmer
was able to create a video/review file to prove the process
would work.
According to the Association for Manufacturing Technology,
5-axis mills and mill/turn machines have increasingly become
popular, for a good reason. They enable the manufacturer to
drastically reduce machining time and the number of set-ups
required to complete a job. Simulation software takes the fear out
of programming a multi-axis machine. When an NC program
can be simulated, from the same code that will be sent to the
machine, there is no excuse for not taking full advantage of a
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5-axis machine’s capabilities.

Opting for the right machine
The aerospace manufacturer working on the leading edge
took the idea a step further. After proving that the 5-axis milling
process could work, they were ready to order production
machines. Rather than simply picking the machine from a
catalogue, they designed the machine in their simulation
software, where they had already proven the process would
work. These files were then sent to the machine tool builder
who built the machine exactly to their specifications as described
in a virtual machining simulation.
Another leading aerospace company created programs for
more than 200 parts and proved their utility using virtual
simulation software even before the arrival of machines on their
shop floor. All the machines ordered were built using virtual
simulation software and all NC programs were proved on a
virtual machine. The machine loading plan was also prepared,
thanks to accurate cycle times provided by simulation software.
Once the machines arrived, they cut the parts without any
further delay.

Summary
By maximising the use of simulation software, shop floors do
not need to wait for NC programs. There are always opportunities
to improve an existing process, and simulation software can help
by giving the NC programmer the freedom to try practically any
machining technique in a virtual world. Only creativity and a
good virtual platform are required to accomplish the job! ☐
Courtesy: CGTech India Software Solutions
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Aircraft landing
gear design &
development
The need to design landing gear
with minimum weight, minimum
volume, high performance,
improved life and reduced life
cycle cost have posed many
challenges to landing gear
designers and practitioners. The
article overviews the current
challenges & opportunities and
how advanced tools, processes
and technologies are supporting
to meet these challenges in the
life cycle of landing gears.
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Landing gear system is one of the critical subsystems of an
aircraft and is often configured along with the aircraft structure
because of its substantial influence on the aircraft structural
configuration itself. Landing gear detail design is taken up
early in the aircraft design cycle due to its long product
development cycle time. The need to design landing gear with
minimum weight, minimum volume, reduced life cycle cost
and short development cycle time, poses many challenges to
landing gear designers and practitioners. These challenges
have to be met by employing advanced technologies, materials,
analysis methods, processes and production methods. Various
design and analysis tools have been developed over the years
and new ones are still being developed.

Overviewing landing gear design & development
The landing gear design and integration process encompasses
knowledge of many engineering disciplines, such as structures,
dynamics, kinematics, fluid mechanics and runway flotation.
The geometry, flotation requirements, mission requirements
and operational requirements of the aircraft govern the landing
gear configuration. The configuration design includes choice of
number of wheels, tyre sizes, pressures, type of shock absorbers,
landing gear layout, retraction kinematics and bay geometry
design. Airworthiness regulations play a crucial role in arriving
at the landing gear configuration, such as sink rate, allowable
load factors and ground maneuvering conditions, stipulated in
the applicable airworthiness regulations.
A brief summary of various life cycle stages of landing gear
design and development are described ahead:
Concept design: The concept design starts with a study of all
design specifications and airworthiness regulations. A concept
is then evolved, while meeting the functional and regulatory
requirements. Major design drivers are performance, safety,
cost, time frame, technology and resources. The landing gear
location is arrived at and type of landing gear is selected.
Preliminary design: In the preliminary design phase, dynamic
simulations are carried out for landing, take off and retraction
kinematics to arrive at data required for sizing of components
and material selection. Preliminary design of components is
performed and weight estimates are arrived at.
Detailed design: In this phase, the detailed design of all the
landing gear components is performed and an integrated
landing gear system is defined with all interfaces and associated
systems. Component loads are estimated and material
selection and sizing are done in this phase.
Stress & fatigue analysis: Finite element modeling and analysis
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and conventional hand calculation methods are used for
landing gear stress analysis. Landing gear is designed as a safe
life structure and fatigue analysis methods are used for
prediction of life.
Reliability & maintainability analysis: Proper failure mode
and effect and criticality analysis (FMECA) is performed to
assess reliability. Data on failure modes and failure rate are
collected from previous designs to conduct this analysis and
reliability is predicted before the design freeze. The design
aims at increased mean time between failures (MTBF) and
reduced mean time to repair (MTTR).
Manufacturing & assembly: Landing gear manufacturing
involves development of many closed die forgings, machined
components from ultra-high strength steels, titanium and
aluminium alloys. Precision tolerances are required for
components like actuator cylinder, piston, shock absorber
parts and axle.
Qualification testing: The qualification testing of landing gears
involves functional tests, structural tests for strength, stiffness
and fatigue life tests, and environmental tests. Platform drop
tests are conducted on rigs with load cell platform, wheel
spinning facility and lift simulation devices to verify shock
absorber performance. Fatigue tests including impulse fatigue
tests on actuators, are conducted by block wise loading with
sufficient instrumentation for data acquisition. Endurance
cycling tests are conducted in special rigs. Environmental tests
including vibration, acceleration, temperature, altitude, salt
spray, sand and dust etc. are performed.
On- aircraft testing: The final integration tests of the landing
gear are carried out after installation on the aircraft followed
by taxi tests, braking and steering tests. Fine tuning of certain
design parameters are done during this phase. This is followed
by flight testing phase where the capability of the landing gear
is evaluated.
In-service evaluation: This includes evaluation in various
types of airfield conditions and ambient conditions. Feedbacks
on reliability and maintainability results are taken for further
improvements in the system and data generation.

Challenges in design & development
The need to design landing gear with minimum weight,
minimum volume, high performance, improved life and
reduced life cycle cost poses many challenges. These challenges
are met, while adhering to all regulatory requirements of
safety, by employing advanced technologies, materials,
processes, analysis and production methods.
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of materials, its corrosion properties and fatigue properties.
Development time: The landing gear design is iterative
involving trade-off studies between various configurations
and their impact on weight and cost benefits. This usually
takes substantial time and effort. It is essential to reduce this
product development cycle time by automating the design
process using CAD/CAE/CAM tools.
Life cycle cost: Use of advanced technologies like health
management systems and maintenance philosophies helps in
reducing the life cycle costs. Design for condition based
maintenance instead of scheduled maintenance is one such
trend and is compatible with health management systems.
By applying functional simulation and
developing design tools, the development
time and cost are reduced considerably

Weight: Landing gear varies its weight from 3% of aircraft allup weight for a fixed type to about 6% for a retractable type
landing gear. The challenge is to reduce the weight of the
landing gear without compromising on its functional,
operational, performance, safety and maintenance
requirements. This is made possible by using materials of
higher strength, fracture toughness, fatigue properties and by
making correct choice for each application.
Volume: Space is one of the most important constraints within
which an aircraft component needs to be designed, especially
in a military aircraft. A retractable landing gear contains more
components and mechanisms than a fixed landing gear.
Performance: High performance of the landing gear is expected
in order to reduce the ground loads transmitted to the airframe.
This is ensured by accurate dynamic analysis and simulation to
arrive at key performance characteristics like orifice sizing, air
and oil volumes. Efficiencies as high as 85% to 90% are
achievable in landing energy absorption with passive orifice
damping with proper metering pin or valve system.
Life: Long life and minimum maintenance requirements are
vital for reduction in operating and maintenance costs, while
minimising the overall life cycle cost. This dictates the choice
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Landing gear technologies
Landing gear technologies are continuously evolving to meet
the challenges of functional and non-functional requirements.
Some of these important technologies are as follows:
Steering system: Steering control systems are moving towards
electronic control systems replacing hydro-mechanical
systems. The main advantage with electronic control system is
its accuracy and its ability to incorporate changes in design
parameters like steering rate and steering ratio with ease.
Actuation system: In actuation systems, more electric or all
electric systems are replacing the conventional hydraulic
systems. The electric systems offered today have become
weight competitive with use of brushless high power motors.
Brake system: Electronically controlled antiskid brake
management systems are replacing old mechanical or electric
antiskid systems. Electronic systems are more efficient and
trouble free.
Tyre: Radial tyre is one of the advanced technologies employed
in aircraft for the past 25 years. Landing gear radial tyres offer
lighter tyres with longer life compared to bias ply tyres.
Up-locks: Hydro-mechanical locking systems and proximity
switches are replacing mechanical locks and micro-switches.
They have higher reliability.
Materials: Composites are being used in some components of
landing gear because of their superior specific strength and
stiffness properties. The choice of material for a landing gear
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component is decided depending on its application and this
requires trade off studies of strength, stiffness and cost to
arrive at the optimal choice.
Corrosion protection: Good corrosion protection is important
for the landing gear components as they are susceptible for
easy environment attack. Apart from normal electrolytic
finishes like cadmium plating, hard chromium plating, HVOF
etc. epoxy or polyurethane primer and polyurethane top coats
are applied for the exposed landing gear parts.
CAX technologies: Many commercially available CAD/CAM/
CAE/CFD and dynamic simulation software tools are used in
the design and development of landing gear. These tools have
helped in virtual product development of landing gear before
actual prototype is being fabricated.
Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE): Many KBE tools and
information intelligence tools are being developed and used
by landing gear designers to automate many engineering
processes, while retaining company specific knowledge.
Dynamic simulation: Dynamic simulation helps to predict the
performance of a component or assembly. The results of these
simulations will be more accurate compared to hand
calculations. These simulations help in handling large number

of studies in short time.
Health monitoring: Landing gear is a maintenance intensive
system of the aircraft next to only engine. Health monitoring of
landing gear is gaining importance as suitable sensors and
processing units are available today. Wireless sensor network and
RFID technologies are being employed in health management of
aircraft systems and structures including landing gear.

Conclusion
The future landing gear design for aircraft poses many
new challenges in configuration design, use of materials,
design and analysis methods. These challenges can be met,
while adhering to all regulatory requirements of safety, by
employing advanced technologies, materials, analysis
methods, processes and production methods. By applying
functional simulation and developing design tools, the
development time and cost are reduced considerably. Use of
higher strength materials, composites, and technologies like
active damping control, electric systems, along with CAX,
KBE and health monitoring technologies will steer the landing
gear design in the days to come. ☐
Advt
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Digitalisation as a business strategy
The shift from digitisation to digitalisation drives companies
towards developing efficient production lines that require no
human intervention. The article highlights on how companies
can take advantage of these transformational technologies to
innovate in today’s complex world of product and process.
Technology trends like Big Data, Cloud, Mobile and the
Internet of Things (IoT) are just some of the technologies
fuelling today’s digital transformation that is impacting how
products are developed, manufactured and applied across all
sectors of the manufacturing industry. Harnessing the power
of new technologies is the key to continuous successful
innovation. Many new technologies are already transforming
industries by adding intelligence to current products such as
autonomous vehicles (predicted by automakers to be launched
by 2025). Planes without pilots - the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) market is said to double in the next decade.
Leading by the reins on embracing digitalisation is the
Asia Pacific region with Singapore positioned as a hub that
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drives forth digital growth. A*STAR, a Singapore-based
science and research agency announced a new Additive
Manufacturing centre that is set to launch this year to bolster
the adoption of 3D printing technologies. Hot on its heels is
India, which expects to have at least five IoT startups with a
billion-dollar valuation by 2018 stated in a report published by
Gartner. India is increasingly adopting digitalisation as a
business strategy and has seen increased activity of late
surrounding the digitalisation of businesses at home and
across markets worldwide. Further, growth and interest in Big
Data, Cloud and IoT within Asia is expected to rise, no longer
seen as an emerging region but as an emerged player, according
to IDC Manufacturing Insights.
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Automobile production using installation of doors

The new age of smart innovation
This surge in adoption rates of digitalisation and
developing new innovations point to the movement in which
companies are required to go beyond evolving the value of
their product and channelling digitalisation. They are required
to reflect these critical developments into their services and
business practices - such as consumer feedback. Through
digitalisation, consumers are able to provide feedback directly
to manufacturers via new mediums for sharing information
when needed. This development reflects the accelerating
advancements in technology, global competition and
increasingly demanding consumers.
Moreover, these advancements do not merely enhance the
value of a product, but bring about disruption to industries and
previously prosperous business models. Some instances of smart
products derived from such disruptive technologies are as follow.
Driver assistance to autonomous vehicles—the initial
innovation focused on developing and providing advanced driver
assistance systems. The transformation that could potentially
result from this innovation is a fleet of driverless vehicles available
on demand replacing auto ownership and taxis.
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV)—the intended purpose for
UAVs, the most commonly known type being the drones, was
pilotless flight. However, as the technology and uses evolved,
there was greater emphasis on autonomous control. The
transformation made possible due to this innovation has
impacted other businesses in areas such as security, e-commerce
and photography.
3D Printing—transforming the manufacturing chain and
production at a much quicker pace and lower cost. With the aid
of Computer Aided Design (CAD), a 3D printer is able to
reproduce three dimensional products such as prosthetics and
3D printed implants.
The products, businesses and legacy positions which once
gave companies their competitive edge are now no longer
secure in the economy today – reinforcing the need to
digitalise. How can companies take advantage of these
transformational and often disruptive technologies to improve
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their own ability to innovate in today’s much more complex
world of product and process?

Competing in a world of transformational
innovation
To gain a competitive edge, manufacturers are recognising
and adopting the expanding role of digitalisation as a
fundamental strategy to realise innovation. The seamless
integration of Big Data Analytics and Cloud Computing of the
industrial value chain will be a great advantage to manufacturers.
Some companies today are looking at one part of the
process. They are leveraging the IoT connectedness to feed the
innovation funnel with digitised utilisation data to help
understand how products are being used. The goal of this
approach is to identify trends which would then feed their
ideation pipeline - in essence, helping them to identify their
next batch of innovative ideas.
But having this information is not nearly enough. The
question is, how effectively can your company execute to bring
that innovation to market ahead of the competition and with
the cost and quality requirements needed to be successful?
Identifying the innovation and realising that innovation in a
delivered product are two very different things.

Keys to success in the age of smart innovation
These next generation technologies, which are transforming
today’s products have an even greater opportunity to be leveraged
across all phases of product development, production and
delivery, from ideation (conceiving the product), to realisation
(producing the product) and utilisation (operating or servicing
the product).This thus brings forth the key to successfully driving
new innovations to the manufacturing market.
Some of these transformational forces are already impacting
manufacturing organisations across Asia to innovate, especially
in advanced robotics where smart robots with enhanced
capabilities for operating & understanding work autonomously
to complete complex tasks in plants and factories. Also
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knowledge automation as seen in the medical industry where
fully digitalised processes now connect the patient, doctor,
manufacturer and hospital through a continuous workflow
creating a new business model that can bring customised
implants to a level of being a successful business model. Leading
automakers have followed suit and implemented initiatives for
utilising advanced solutions to cut down both processing and
manufacturing time. With the help of digitalisation, engineers
at these automotive plants can manage a project collaboratively
across various locations. As a result, they can reduce analysis
and development times significantly.
Capitalising on these new technologies for innovation
requires companies to go beyond simply digitising their data
and adopting a new strategy – that is digitalisation.
Digitalisation helps tie all phases (ideation, realisation and
utilisation) together through a digital thread which possesses
the intelligence of all products and its lifecycle processes to
smart devices capable of processing complex information.

Optimising your digital enterprise
There are key requirements that are critical for
manufacturers to successfully realise the ideation of their
digital enterprise. They are delivering a simple yet compelling
environment that meets the unique needs of each member of

the product’s value chain; building highly intelligent digital
models which accurately reflect the real product and
manufacturing environment; seamlessly connecting the digital
and physical worlds of product and production so that ideas
come to life; delivering a foundation that can evolve with new
applications, technologies and delivery models ensuring the
long term return on the customer’s investment.
Once a fully digitalised business model is accomplished, the
key for manufacturers is to then establish their digital enterprise
that fosters product and process innovation to provide them a
sustainable competitive advantage.
With the shift from digitisation to digitalisation, companies
are able to develop sustainable and ultra-efficient production
lines that require no human intervention. According to a
Gartner Industry Research conducted in 2010, a smart factory
in Amberg found 15 defects incurred per million produced,
enjoying a 99% reliability rate and 100% traceability on its
manufacturing process lines – all made possible with the help of
smart innovation and a digital infrastructure in place.
The possibilities to innovate are endless. It is pivotal to an
organisation’s future and growth to develop a solid digital
infrastructure to compete in today’s economy. By getting
these models united it realises disruptive innovations more
quickly, and factors in the cornerstone required to become a
market leader. ☐
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Achieving greater
accuracy with
edge preparation
Cutting tools play a significant role in the manufacturing process.
In order to produce a high quality and successful cutting tool,
edge preparation is crucial as it allows for greater accuracy and
control. The article discusses the need for edge preparation and
evaluates the benefits of the micro-wet blasting process, while
presenting it as one of the more controllable processes available.
The increasing performance demands on machine tools
and rising market competition has driven a need for a greater
understanding of the manufacturing processes. To produce a
high quality and successful cutting tool, four elements must be
considered. Until recently, most consideration has been given
to the substrate, geometry and coating processes with a large
understanding and several established technologies available.
The fourth element, edge preparation, has only recently
attracted a wider interest.
To ensure a stable performance of the cutting tool, it is
important to achieve a homogeneous rounding along the
major and minor cutting edge and corners. With a range of
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techniques emerging for edge preparation, this is still regarded
as one of the more ‘mysterious’ stages of production and has
led to much research and development to achieve greater
accuracy and control in edge preparation.

Why edge preparation is needed
Edge preparation is the process of rounding or radiusing
the cutting edge of a tool. In radiusing a cutting edge to form a
bigger area, the likelihood of the tool chipping is reduced and
coating adhesion increased, with the combination of these
factors ultimately leading to a longer tool life.
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Through radiusing the cutting edge, it has a more stable
form that can offer increased performance by up to 500%
(influence of edge preparation on the performance of coated
cutting tools). There is also a need to improve the surface
finish of the tools through cleaning as this will provide a better
substrate on which to coat. Using edge preparation processes
to improve surface coated tools will be more uniform, allowing
for more homogenous wear that, again, increases the stability
of the cut and reduces the risk of chipping and flaking.
Without edge preparation, the efficiency of the manufacturing
operation is reduced by increased downtime and higher rates of
waste as tools must be replaced more frequently. With sharper
‘unprepared’ tools, manufacturers may see quicker cuts but
without any edge preparation, the stress concentration at the edge
is found to be a large cause of chipping. Similarly, a sharper
cutting edge makes for poor heat dissipation and, with
temperatures reaching upwards of 1000 °C, it can be another
cause of tool failure. Studies have shown that a radiused tool will
allow heat to spread throughout the tool, reducing stresses.
However, given the range of tool substrates, cutting
applications and types of tools, there is no “one size fits all”
approach to edge preparation, making the controllability of
this process an important requirement for anybody looking to
improve tool life as different tools will need different radii.

Benefits of wet blasting
The use of micro blasting for edge preparation has been
around for a long time with it having been proven to be one of
the more effective methods for edge preparation. The ability to
offer controlled edge radiusing to within +/-5 micron (up to
100 microns) tolerance of specification coupled with HF1
surfaces makes the micro wet process a preferred solution for
many manufacturers. The wet process combines compressed
air, abrasive media and water in a slurry form to create a
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mechanical action that gives an abrasive effect.
By using wet blasting to remove and round the top layers
of the surface, the process can be used to reduce high peaks
found after grinding or sintering. In reducing the surface
roughness and removing particles of cobalt, there is a lower
mean between peaks, which has the benefit of improving
coating adhesion.
Wet blasting also offers a much more consistent finish
with the lubricating effect of the water creating a flow of slurry
that ensures an even and uniform surface. This is unlike other
micro-blasting processes where a heavier impact and lack of
flow create unpredictable results with an increased chance of
chipping and uncontrollable wear.
The use of water creates a lubricating effect, which increases
the flow of particles across the surface being treated. Unlike dry
blasting, the liquid cushion also protects delicate surfaces and
prevents media particles being left in the substrate.
Consequentially, wet blasting results in surfaces that are clean
to a HF1 level. To further improve this, the water can be heated
with mild detergent and antioxidants added to ensure an even
more thorough action that will reduce the risk of cobalt leaching.
Controlled wet micro blasting can also offer great benefit post
coating. With the correct media selection wet micro blasting
systems can offer a peening action. Given the nature of the coating
process, and the temperatures involved, several tensile stresses
can be eliminated and replaced by compressive stresses distributed
evenly across the coating and substrate. A peened coating can
make flaking or adhesion failure less likely whilst also offering a
polishing effect to remove droplets found after CVD coating.

Role of software programmes
The most advanced wet micro blasting systems use powerful
software programmes to control and monitor precise flows of
liquid, gas and solids, which are mixed and then accelerated
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through focused blasting nozzles. Changing the air and slurry
pressures, blast media, slurry concentration, number and angle
of attack and distance of the blasting nozzles allows for a range
of processing effects to be achieved. This can be utilised to give
a range of cutting forms including waterfall and trumpet hones.
Additionally, media concentration, process temperature,
additive and blast pressures can be carefully controlled to
provide an extremely consistent surface finish that can be
reproduced time after time.
The leading systems for wet micro blasting currently
control up to 15 variables, which allows users to increase the
predictability of tool performance. The extent of their
controllability is pushing boundaries in terms of edge
preparation as it becomes easier to achieve and therefore
experiment with new and different edge hones and forms.

Innovations in edge honing for wet blasting
With such benefits to be gained, it is not surprising that
designers and engineers are continuing to refine the process with
new innovations, allowing tool manufacturers to take greater
control of their edge preparation processes. The most recent
example of innovation is the Vapormatt Sabre. The unique nozzle
arrangements of the Sabre allow hybrid functionality with the
same controllability and consistency of results as larger, more

complex systems. The Vapormatt Sabre has been developed in
response to customer demand to serve three new user groups,
offering small to medium volume manufacturers, coating centres
and R&D facilities a cost-effective, high performance wet blasting
system with the controllability to significantly enhance output
quality on a range of cutting tools.
Vapormatt manufactures a wide range of equipment
suitable for cutting edge preparation and face processing of all
HSS and carbide tooling including rotary shank tools (drills,
taps, mills, etc), indexable inserts, hobs and saws. It also offers
a custom engineering service (known as Wet Blast Support
Services) to help businesses to incorporate wet blasting process
technology into existing equipment or into in-house designs
for critical process machinery.
In conclusion, wet blasting offers high quality results that are
increasingly being recognised globally by many tool
manufacturers. With the ability to offer controlled and repeatable
results, wet blasting not only improves tool quality and life, but is
also kinder to the environment with less consumables needed and
no harmful chemicals. In recent years, we have seen a stabilisation
of global machine tool output, recovering from the global
recession that hit the industry hard in 2009 when almost a 1/3 of
the total output was wiped out. It is now time for the industry to
work harder and smarter to extend tooling life expectancy. ☐
Courtesy: Vapormatt
Advt
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Laser machining of diamond tools
Artificial diamond cutting tools are replacing tungsten carbide and
ceramic composites where high quality surface finishes are required.
Only laser technologies are capable of machining such materials, which
are (like some ceramics) as hard as natural diamonds. The article
details on how the Laser MicroJet® (LMJ) technology delivers better
performance than traditional dry lasers in machining such materials.
There is a revolution taking place in the cutting tool industry.
Polycrystalline diamond (PCD) and monocrystalline diamond
(MCD) cutting tools are finding increasing use in aerospace and
automotive applications. For one thing, a PCD tool has a life
about 50 to 100 times longer than a ceramic tool. For another, a
PCD tool can machine an aluminium alloy piston to a surface
finish of within 0.4 µm. A MCD tool has a life about 10 times
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longer than a PCD tool and can deliver optical grade surface
finish to within 0.15 µm. Such performance eliminates the need
for grinding and results in manufacturing efficiencies.
Presently, laser technologies are best suited to machining
such ultra-hard materials. Synova’s patented LMJ process is
capable of precision laser machining without any heat damage
from a 10,000°C laser beam.
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The fusion of water & light
In the Laser MicroJet system, a laser beam, passing
through a pressurised water chamber, is focused into a
nozzle. The low-pressure water jet emitted from the nozzle
guides the laser beam by means of total internal reflection at
the water/air interface. The water jet diameter is usually 50
microns and the laser power required is between 25 and 30
watts. While the principle looks simple, years of
experimentation and optimisation were required to finetune the process.
The technology behind the Laser MicroJet is based on
creating a laser beam that is completely reflected at the airwater interface, using the difference in the refractive indices of
air and water. The laser is, therefore, entirely contained within
the water jet as a cylindrical beam, similar in principle to an
optical fibre.
The LMJ process works in two stages. The energy of the
laser pulses vapourises the workpiece material by heating,
while the water cools and cleans the surface in the interval
between the pulses. Through a scanning process, a trench is
formed that becomes deeper with each pass.
In contrast to traditional dry lasers, the LMJ ‘wet laser’
technology cuts with a parallel beam with a working distance
that can extend up to several centimetres. This is not the case
with conventional lasers where the focused laser beam has a
limited working distance of just a few millimetres due to beam
divergence. The beam converges at a focal point and then
diverges. Therefore, a focus distance control is required and
the working distance is short.
The LMJ process offers several advantages—there is no need
for focal adjustment and one obtains parallel kerf sides. There is
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Dry laser vs LMJ wet laser focal length

LMJ Principle

virtually no heat affected zone, thanks to the cooling effect of
the water. Finally, there is a high removal rate with debris
washed from the kerf.

5-axis laser machining
The Synova LCS 50-5 laser cutting system (working area: 50
x 50 x 50 mm) can cut extremely hard materials with highest
precision. It is a compact machine with 5-axis capability with a
user-friendly interface and intuitive CAM software for batch
processing of PCD and MCD tools. It can also cut PCD or MCD
inserts to a (near or final depending on the application) net
shape in just a few minutes. In addition, the excess waste
diamond is not ground away but is removed as a piece from
which other tools can be made.
SAI-Impex, Synova’s distributor in India, has installed a
LCS 50-5 for industrial applications, primarily PCD and MCD
tool inserts. L M Van Moppes Diamond Tools India supplied
PCD raw material for cutting into tool inserts. The LCS system
cut a triangular tool bit in less than 10 minutes. A traditional
process such as electro-chemical machining takes three times
as long.
According to Mahesh Karger, CEO, SAI-Impex, “The big
advantage in Synova’s LMJ is the absence of any heat affected
zone in the material due to the cooling effect of the water.”
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Tool insert geometries
The company has focused its development efforts in finetuning various parameters for the laser machining of PCD
tools. The priority lies in obtaining perfect geometry as well as
cutting surface finish so that tool life and performance is
optimal. There are, however, other factors that are essential.
PCD and SCD tool edges are either produced as razor-sharp
edges or made with a perfect small radius being chip-free.
The end cutting edge profile is an important aspect in single
point cutting tool geometry. The Synova LCS 50-5 with its 5-axis
capability can ensure the correct end and side cutting edge angles.
The priority also lies in getting the required surface finish for the
end and side cutting edges. The LMJ process achieves an edge
waviness of less than 1 µm with 0.5 µm PCD grains.
In addition, the machine’s 5-axis capability is able to execute
CNC programs with the high degree of precision needed for
such cutting tools. The most critical elements are the end cutting
and side cutting edges as well as primary clearance angles. MCD
tools represent the wave of the future and Synova’s LMJ
technology allows monocrystalline diamond material to be
machined with virtually no heat affected zone. Thus, a standard
single point cutting tool retains its material qualities within its
geometrical profile.
At a magnification of 500, the edge waviness is less than 0.5
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Laser-cut triangular PCD insert

Bakul Limbasiya, CEO, NDE and
Mahesh Karger in front of Synova LCS 150

µm. Such a high quality of surface finish is proof that the LMJ
technology is best suited for the laser machining of MCD tool
inserts. While cutting trenches are visible on the MCD insert,
here brazed on to a holder before the cutting, they have no
impact on the surface roughness achieved on the workpiece.
Thanks to its LMJ water jet-guided technology, the heat
affected zone is less than 6 microns on diamond materials. Finally,
edge micro-cracking and heat affected zone, which occur with
dry lasers, has been eliminated. The biggest advantage of the LCS
50-5 lies in its cutting speeds of up to 1.5 mm/min for PCD and
2.6 mm/min for MCD. Faster cutting means that fewer machines
are needed and this translates into reduced capital investment.
The company has developed software functions that enable
the batch processing of tool inserts. This allows tool inserts to be
loaded in a cassette for automated loading and unloading.
In case manufacturers need a high cutting tool edge finish, the
company also offers a hybrid solution, which combines the LCS
50-5 with a second operation CNC polisher to achieve a submicron (0.1 µm) Ra roughness level.

Local manufacturing
In just thirty years, PCD materials are increasingly being used
as super cutting tools for machining non-ferrous metals and it
would be impossible to imagine modern production technology
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without these tools. It is estimated that the unorganised import of
PCD tools from China is around 3 million USD per year.
Sanjay Gupta, Managing Director, Rudrali Hi-Tech Diamond
Tools, estimates that the average landed cost of an imported PCD
insert is Rs 700 and a MCD insert is Rs 1,200. Although PCD and
MCD tool inserts are more expensive, their superior performance
and long life justifies the cost. In view of their growing demand, it
is important that India develops local manufacturing capacity.
Fortunately, Indian entrepreneurs such as New Diamond
Era (NDE) in Surat have invested in reactors to produce
monocrystalline laboratory grown diamonds. NDE has installed
two Synova laser cutting machines to slice such diamonds
before machining the same for industrial applications.
“This process has developed to a point where diamond sizes
are getting bigger and raw material prices are going down,”
observed Gupta. His company has invested in a vacuum brazing
furnace as well as grinding facilities to be able to produce high
quality diamond tools. “Monocrystalline diamond is the future
of the cutting tool business,” he further noted. He explained
that this wonder material has a longer tool life than PCD,
achieves a better surface finish and provides improved
dimensional accuracy.
For PCD and MCD tool insert manufacturers, the question is
not whether one can afford to invest in a LCS 50-5. Rather, one
needs to ask whether one can afford to be without a LCS 50-5! ☐
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Gearing up for bevel gear optimisation
Flank form modifications for plunge cut ring gears constitute
a new approach to optimise the ease-off topography. The
article highlights how such flank form modifications offer
new degrees of freedom in bevel gear optimisation.
Possible flank form modifications are known since years.
Owing to the fact that the lines of contact between the tool
and the flank are roughly diagonal over the flank, all
superimposed additional motions on a generating process
will affect the flank in diagonal direction.
Flank form modifications for plunge cut ring gears
constitute a new approach to optimise the ease-off topography.
Such modifications operate perpendicular to the root line and
offer new degrees of freedom in bevel gear optimisation,
achieving better load carrying capacity and noise excitation.

Tooth force induced displacements
Load induced tooth forces bends the gear bodies, the housing
and the bearings in such a way, that the meshing teeth are moved
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in all three spatial directions. The lead image shows this effect for
the tooth pair: concave pinion drives convex ring gear.
The pinion applies a force to the ring gear in the down-left
direction. The ring gear reacts with the corresponding
counterforce in the up-right direction. This counterforce can
be decomposed into a vertical and a horizontal force
component. Taking into account the rigidity of the housing,
the bearings and the gear bodies, a displacement of the
meshing teeth will take place.
In general, the displacement of meshing flanks regarding
concave pinion and convex ring gear will be as follows:
• axial displacement position H of the pinion
• axial displacement position J of the ring gear
• vertical displacement position V of the pinion
• change of the shaft angle ∑
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Figure 1: Contact pattern changes for
V and H displacements - DRIVE side

Figure 3: Contact pattern changes for V and H
displacements - DRIVE side and rectangular case

Figure 2: Involute conditions for the
lengthwise shape in the mean point
Advt

In case of a plunge cut ring gear with a straight tooth
profile, any displacement of the ring gear towards the J
direction will only modify the backlash without causing any
side-effect to the meshing conditions. The magnitude of these
displacements depends on the system rigidity and the spiral
and pressure angles.

Influence of the tooth lengthwise shape
The following section analyses the influence of the
lengthwise shape in relation to the displacement behaviour
of the contact pattern. Since the axial displacement of a
plunge cut ring does not affect the contact geometry, this
displacement can be ignored. Similarly, the influence of shaft
angle changes is comparatively small in contrast to V and H
displacements.
Figure 1 shows the reaction of the contact pattern for V
and H displacements for the DRIVE side. A positive
displacement ΔV > 0 moves the contact pattern into the toetip area. If ΔV < 0 the contact pattern moves towards the heelroot area. A ΔH displacement moves the contact pattern
mostly towards the tooth-height direction.
Selecting a proper tool diameter will improve the above
mentioned behaviour. Figure 2 shows a representation of
the direction of the generating gear axis. The dashed circle
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Figure 4: Settings for the machining of a plunge cut ring gear

Figure 5: Applying additional motions to a plunge cut ring gear

indicates the cutting tool with the radius r c0 representing a
single tooth of the generating gear. The generating gear
itself is only shown as a segment in the lower left part. Its
axis is the crossing point of the two thin lines. The mean
spiral angle β m is defined as the angle between the tangent
in the mean point and a horizontal line. The pitch cone
length R corresponds to the distance between the axis of
the generating gear and the mean point. The radial distance
φ is the distance between the tool axis and the generating
gear axis.
It can be observed that the curvature of the involute will
be located in the mean point if the angle ε reaches 90°. This is
the case when rc 0 = R ⋅ sin β m
This condition is known as rectangular case. Additionally
to the involute curvature, the mean normal module will reach
its maximum in the mean point. Figure 3 shows the
displacement behaviour for the rectangular case.
In contrast to Figure 3 the trajectories for ΔV and ΔH
displacements are nearly parallel. In the special case of ΔV =
-ΔH no contact pattern displacement will occur. This allows
decreasing the crowning in order to obtain a better mesh
transmission error and consequently a better noise emission.
Furthermore, the root bending stress will be reduced since the
loaded contact pattern can be designed in a way that can be
well centered.

machining of the ring gear does not require any generating
motion, thus simple plunging of the tool into the ring gear
body is enough.
Figure 4 shows the geometric conditions when machining
a ring gear. The settings are S, X, Ґ, and the rational position
of the workpiece is represented by β.
Figure 5 shows the basic concept of modified crowning.
A new virtual machine centre is introduced very close to
the tool axis, instead of implementing a machine center as
the crossing point between the cradle axis and the
workpiece axis.
The additional motion at the end of the plunging process
is controlled by the cradle angle q. It is very important that q
only varies within a very limited range. All additional
motions depend on the cradle angle q. The position of the
working axis β can be determined, for example, by the
following formula:

Modified crowning
The relative movement of tool and workpiece is given by
the principle of the generating gear. As shown in Figure 5,
the classical tool for bevel gears is a single tooth of the
generating gear. Similar to the virtual rack for cylindrical
gearing, the teeth of the generating gear have straight tooth
profile. The motion of the tool and the workpiece is
determined by the rotation of the generating gear and the
rotation of the workpiece. The motion of the generating gear
is called cradle movement. In case of a plunge cut ring gear,
the generating gear and the ring gear are identical. The
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β = a β + bβ ⋅ (α − α m ) + cβ ⋅ (α − α m ) 2 + d β ⋅ (α − α m ) 3 + ... + g β ⋅ (α − α m ) 6

The coefficient aβ defines the position of the gap in
relation to the coordinate system of the gear body. The
coefficients cβ up to gβ apply a non-linear additional motion to
the workpiece axis. Beside the workpiece axis, additional
movements are performed for the radial distance S, the
machine root angle Ґ and the depth X.
The use of these small additional motions allows the
implementation of flank form modifications along the face
width of the plunged ring gear.

Optimised bevel gear design
The requirements for an optimised bevel gear design can
be summarised as follows:
• No susceptibility of running behavior regarding thermal
and load induced displacements and housing tolerances
• Low mesh transmission error for nominal position and
low load
• Higher loads result in larger local crowning ☐
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Manufacturer’s guide to titanium machining
The second part of the article deals with the importance of the use of coolants and the
significance of a strong spindle connection while providing an overview of existing
spindle connections
The importance of the correct use of coolants includes
achieving the lowest coefficient of friction. A low coefficient of
friction is developed by using proper coolant delivery. This
results in lower temperature so that the workpiece does not get
soft and its tool life is extended. Under pressure and direction,
the coolant knocks chips off the cutting edges and provides
anti-corrosive benefits for machine tool and work. There is a
high correlation between the amount of coolant delivered and
the metal removal rate.
For instance, the company drills are high-performance,
solid carbide tools. To optimise their performance, they must be
adequately cooled. With the proper coolant flow, tool life and
higher maximum effective cutting speeds can be reached. In
milling and turning processes, applying coolant using our
newest technology — coolant delivered at the cutting edge,
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through-the-tool coolant, or coolant nozzles to each insert — is
an optimal way to increase tool life and maximise productivity.
Coolant nozzles direct a concentrated stream of coolant to the
cutting edge, providing multiple benefits. First, the cutting edge
and workpiece are kept as cool as possible. Second, the cutting
edge and workpiece are also lubricated for a minimum
coefficient of friction.
Finally, the coolant stream effectively forces the cut chips
away from the cutting edge, thereby, eliminating the possibility of
recut chips. It is important to provide a generous ‘volume’ of
coolant when machining titanium, and when applying drills and
mills in a vertical application to improve chip evacuation and
increase tool life. We must also use a high coolant concentration
to provide lubricity, which will aid in tool life, chip evacuation,
and finer surface finishes. High-pressure coolant, either through
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KM4X 3-surface contact for
improved stability and accuracy.
Optimised clamping force
distribution and interference fit
provides higher stiffness

150mm

• Ensuring sufficient axis drive motors for power cuts
• Finding the weak link of every set-up
Finally, rigidity will make or break your objectives. Hence,
look for weak parts of machine structure and avoid moves that
may compromise the rigidity.

Fixturing the workpiece

F
Deflection
the tool or through a line adjacent and parallel to the tool, should
always be considered for increased tool life and production. One
should not use multi-coolant lines. Instead, we need to make use
of one line with 100% of the flow capacity to evacuate the chips
from the work area.

Coolant considerations
It is also important to use synthetic or semi-synthetic at
proper volume, pressure, and concentration. A 10% to 12%
coolant concentration is mandatory. Through-coolant for spindle
and tool can extend the tool life by four times. An inducer ring is
an option for through-spindle flow.
We can also maximise flow to the cutting edges for best
results. At least 3 gal/min (13 liter/min) is recommended, and at
least 500 psi (35 bar) is recommended for through-tool-flow.

Keep it steady
In order to achieve rigidity, the following must be considered:
• Use gravity to your advantage
• Horizontal spindles enable chips to fall from your work
• Horizontal fixturing necessitates use of angle plates
Keeping this in mind, we must consider the following:
• Keeping work closest to strongest points of fixture
• Keeping work as close as possible to spindle/quill
• High-pressure, high-volume, through-spindle coolant
delivery will increase tool life tremendously (>4x)
• Knowing the power curve of your machine
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If vertical spindles are employed, your fixturing is still an
important aspect. In either case, there may be directions of work
movement that are not secured. Rigidity is paramount. Try to
keep work close to the strongest points of the fixture to help avoid
the effects of harmonics. Hence, keep work low and secure and
keep work as close as possible to the spindle/quill.
The productivity factor between typically used cutting tools
can easily be 4-to-1 in many cases. Older tools can be replaced by
today’s tools if the entire system is modified where needed and
accounted for where it is unalterable. Tool life can be increased by
the same factor simply by changing from flood to through-tool
coolant delivery and utilising our newest technology, coolant
delivered directly at the cutting edge. It is suggested to not ask
more of your machine than it can deliver. Most machines cannot
constantly cut at a rate of 30 cubic inches (492cc) per minute.
There are many usual failures or weak points in every system.
They include but are not limited to drive axis motors, adapter
interface, a weak joint, torque available to the spindle, machine
frame in one or more axes, or compound angles relevant to
machine stability and system dampening.

Importance of a strong spindle connection
In the construction of today’s modern aircraft, many
component materials are switching to high-strength lighter
materials like titanium to increase fuel efficiencies. To save time
and money with this tougher-to-machine material, machinists
are challenged to maximise metal removal rates at low cutting
speeds and considerably higher cutting forces. Machine tool
builders must also provide greater stiffness and damping in their
spindles to minimise undesirable vibrations that deteriorate tool
life and part quality.
Although all these advances add to greater productivity, the
weakest point is often the spindle connection itself — needing
high torque and overcoming high-bending applications.
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Kennametal’s response to this traditionally weak point has been
with the KM™ system.

or high side loads. Most of these tools in the market are solid and
the spindles have relatively low clamping force.

Overview of existing spindle connection

Making the right choice

To fulfill the increasing demand for high productivity, an
important element to be considered is the tool-spindle connection.
The interface must withstand high loads and yet maintain its
rigidity. In most cases, it will determine how much material can
be removed on a given operation until the tool deflection is too
high or the onset of chatter.
High-performance machining can be accomplished with the
use of high feeds and depths of cut. With the advances in cutting
tools, there is a need for a spindle connection that makes possible
the best utilisation of the available power.
Several different types of spindle connection have been
developed or optimised over the last few decades. The 7/24 ISO
taper became one of the most popular systems in the market. It
has been successfully used in many applications but its accuracy
and high-speed limitations prevent it from growing further. The
recent combination of face contact with 7/24 solid taper provides
higher accuracy in the Z-axis direction, but this also presents
some disadvantages, namely the loss in stiffness at higher speeds

When machining tough materials like titanium, cutting
speeds are relatively low due to thermal effects on cutting tools. In
response, machine tool builders have improved stiffness and
damping on spindles and machine structures over the years.
Spindles have been designed with abundant torque at low
rotational speeds. Nevertheless, the spindle connection remains
the weak link in the system.
The spindle connection must provide torque and bending
capacity compatible with the machine tool specifications and the
requirements for higher productivity. It becomes obvious that in
end-milling applications where the projection lengths are
typically greater, the limiting factor is bending capacity of the
spindle interface.
With more materials that are tougher to machine and require
considerably higher cutting forces from the machine tool,
choosing wisely on the spindle interface to maximise cutting edge
performance is the key to success. ☐
Courtesy: Kennametal India
Advt

Integrate deep drilling into
your production lines

Compact & strong
Efficient grinding, cutting, milling, user-friendly
handling, indestructible in use. The pneumatic
tools from SUHNER.

235, U2, Bommasandra Industrial Area,
BANGALORE - 560099
abrasive.in@suhner.com
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• Tailored modular solutions
• Peripheral equipment
• Turnkey solution for Ø < 12 mm

235, U2, Bommasandra Industrial Area,
BANGALORE - 560099
automation.in@suhner.com
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Modular concept of machining
Earlier, manufacturers designed the production process, split it in
different sub processes, got for each the best machine and handled
the process with different machine tool manufacturers. However,
things have changed now and the difference in price and
performance comes out of the right selection of the total process
under consideration of various technologies. A read on…
The manufacturing world is driven by price pressure and
over-the-scale effect larger production batches under high quality
demand, but on the other side is the production world that is
more unpredictable, instable and changing, which requires faster
reaction time and higher flexibility from manufactures. On one
hand, there is a need to produce very sophisticated products in
more complex forms and harder materials and on the other hand,
a lot of technologies in the production process are available where
the manufacturer is facing a very complex decision process for his
investment. Therefore, to survive only on a strategy of simple,
cheap part production will be more difficult.
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Concept of the modular machine
EMAG is working on a modular machine concept to support
manufacturers in the transition to the modern production world.
This was initiated with the design of a smart base turning
machine, which is the core competence of the company. Here, the
challenge was not to over engineer the machine in order to make
it smart, which unnecessarily increases the single machine price.
The solution was a modular machine concept with an early
orientation to later bigger concepts—to have a small smart base
element that is easy to link. Here, the machine concept was re-
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Details on machine

designed, the work area, automation and the periphery was
separated and re-arranged to allow the demanded flexibility of
different sizes and part form like chuck and shaft parts.
The next important element was a simple, also modular
connecting system for the machine, to allow a fast transport of the
parts so that the machines could be arranged very close to each
other. The distance of the machines, the automation transfer
heights and the design of the energy container, right through to
the software interfaces – all of this is standardised and enables the
development of production lines in accordance with the modular
principle. It is called a TrakMotion system, where the shuttle runs
on a rail system - the ‘track’, literately through the machines.
It becomes clear here that such a modular system needs to
have the whole machine tool and total manufacturing process
in mind. With the TrackMotion modular automation system,
the range of the technologies creates highly productive
manufacturing systems for a broad range of applications.

Generating high performance processes
All of it was a long process and is still in the growing phase.
This can be best illustrated in a simple solution to see the
possibilities and flexibility of such a system that can not only
generate high performance processes, but also change it over, if
changes are required.
As an example, the task was to produce a sprocket. Sprockets
are parts of modern combustion engines and are in need to be
produced in not only high quantities, but also in highest quality,
otherwise the life of cam shaft and at the end the whole engine
drops drastically. The whole process from the raw part to the
finished product was divided into four operations and could be
put together with EMAG standard modules. The TrackMotion
system could link all elements very simply. The so-called translift,
a work piece gripper, which runs direct behind the work area of
the machines can move the parts and handle various operations
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like loading, changeover or stacking of the parts in the final
stacker unit.
During the initial design of the machines and also for every
process, a very simple operation of the machines and systems is
achievable. In the sample, the loading starts with a feed separator
of bar cut-offs. These parts are loaded to the trays of the shuttle of
the first machine. These machines are fully automatic, the work
spindle picks up the workpiece from the shuttle, moves it to the
work area for the turning operation and while moving it back to
the shuttle, new workpiece can be loaded and picked up instantly.
From the shuttle, the TrackMotion takes the processed part
and moves it to the shuttle of the next machine. By that there is
nearly no ideal time because the transport is done parallel to the
chipping time. This chipping time is optimised by the company
professionals. In our sample, a very compact double spindle
machine is used where each spindle works with 18 kW and a
torque of 77 Nm. In combination with the 12 tools turret, which
has an option of life tool and Y-axis, this machine can be utilised
for a wide range of parts and chipping processes and, thus, can be
used for many other parts if the manufacturer is changing the
parts. In the hobbing and champfering machines, there are the
precise hobbing spindles out of EMAG Köpfer specialist
integrated. For the deburring options of chamfering or roldeburing is possible on the last machine. Finally, the Track
Motion system will place the finished parts on a stacker system,
depending on the size the whole process can work independent
depending on the stacker size in unmanned shifts.

Conclusion
Summarising the benefit for customers, it is seen that
compact high productive processes can be lined up, and on the
other side, by the modular concept, manufactures can separate
and rearrange processes with little effort and can react better in
the flexible world. ☐
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Safety in the connected enterprise
Harnessing the power of safety and operational data can substantially improve safety
compliance and performance. The Connected Enterprise enables this, empowering safety
professionals with a real-time understanding of worker behaviour, machinery compliance,
causes of safety shutdowns or stoppages, and safety anomalies and trends.
Workplace safety is a multifaceted issue for many
manufacturers and industrial operators. It includes both machine
and process safety, and is vital for protecting workers, avoiding
production interruptions and achieving operational excellence.
But it also comes with a number of challenges, including:
Worker behaviours: A safety-system design should consider
every human-task interaction within the machinery or equipment.
Operators may bypass poorly designed safety systems that don’t
take these interactions into account.
An evolving workforce: A major workforce shift is underway
worldwide, and the safety implications are significant. Older
workers, who are nearing retirement but still on the job, are at
higher risk for certain injuries and can take longer to recover.
And the younger, less experienced workers taking their place are
more prone to injury and tend to have more serious injuries.
Machinery stoppages: Stoppages can happen for any number of
reasons: jams, misfeeds, adjustments, changeovers, maintenance,
etc. However, companies often have minimal visibility into why
or when these stoppages occur. This prevents them from
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understanding if stoppages can be attributed to specific workers,
machinery, lines or shifts.
Regulatory compliance: Compliance with complex global safety
standards is increasingly essential but also challenging. At the
same time, these standards allow for the use of more advanced
safety technologies that enable companies to address safety and
productivity in new ways.
Data management: Many safety professionals continue to rely on
outdated data collection and reporting methods. Most often,
safety data is manually entered for inspections, compliance logs,
incident reports, training and other processes. And the systems in
which this data is stored are not connected to plant-floor systems.

Rise of The Connected Enterprise
The Connected Enterprise begins with the convergence of
enterprise-level information technology (IT) and plant-level
operations technology (OT) systems. Merging these historically
separate systems into a single, secure network architecture
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provides a seamless foundation for real-time connectivity and
information sharing. With this foundation in place, companies
can harness the power of enabling technologies, including:
Industrial Internet of Things: IIoT technologies include any
device connected via the Internet Protocol. They enable
companies to access production, quality, safety and other data
that, until now, has been trapped in machines, manufacturing
processes and supply chains.
Big data and data analytics: It helps manage massive amounts of
data and contextualise it into actionable information that is
relevant to each worker. This can help improve performance
management on the plant floor, such as with predictive analytics,
and supports better decision making and frictionless
productivity companywide.
Wireless and mobility: Such technologies can access, capture and
communicate data in new ways. For example, mobile video
communications can put an expert based in Chicago on a plant
floor in China at a moment’s notice.

Put safety data to use
The ability to access safety system data and convert it into
meaningful information has enormous potential to transform
how safety professionals monitor and manage safety. A key
opportunity is incorporating safety information into EHS
management systems to identify discrepancies between how
policies and procedures are defined and how they’re actually
followed in day-to-day operations.
Safety professionals can then use their existing alarm-andevents and metrics software to analyse the data and identify if
e-stops are being used at an abnormally high rate. From there,
they can investigate the issue’s root cause, such as insufficient
standard operating procedures or improper machine design.

Enhance safety
Connecting people, equipment and worksites creates new
opportunities to enhance worker and environmental safety,
including remote access, operations visibility, worker locating
and information delivery.

Reduce safety-related downtime
Better visibility into safety-system performance and stoppages
can help determine root cause of shutdowns. Safety and
production data also can be combined to understand the
frequency, duration, time and location of safety-related
shutdowns. Armed with this information, safety and operations
professionals can work together to develop mitigation plans to
improve productivity. This could be as simple as having
discussions with operators on a single production line or shift
where downtime issues are most frequent.
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The safety data required for compliance and
reporting purposes is largely collected through
manual audits today

Ease of compliance
The safety data required for compliance and reporting
purposes is largely collected through manual audits today. This
can be a time-consuming process that requires valuable work
hours, results in production downtime and can be subject to
human error. By integrating auditing functions into the HMI and
controller, organisations can automate the auditing process.

Transform operations with safety in mind
Connected operations present opportunities for companies to
create inherently safer operations. For example, manned topside
platforms used in off-shore oil and gas production can be
vulnerable to potentially catastrophic events, from explosions to
ship collisions. They also often require helicopter transportation
for supplies and staff, which can be dangerous.

Implementation
While all of these benefits are more easily realised in a fully
Connected Enterprise, they also can be achieved in an iterative
process. Regardless of the approach a company takes, some key
steps are crucial for making the most of safety in connected,
information-enabled operations.
1. Active EHS representation
Connected operations span across people, processes and
technology. As a result, bringing people together from across an
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organisation is critical when deploying a Connected Enterprise or
simply expanding connectivity in a smaller manner. A crossfunctional team should be formed to include not only operations
and IT stakeholders, but also environmental health and safety
(EHS) professionals. Only by having a seat at the table can EHS
professionals define their goals as part of a larger, companywide
connected strategy.
2. Assess the current state
A company’s roadmap to improving safety in a connected
operation begins with understanding where it’s at today. Key
questions to ask during an assessment include: Are we using
contemporary, integrated safety systems? What safety data is
already available? How is it reported? Could safety data be
collected using an existing data-collection platform, etc?
3. Determine meaningful data and information
This is where safety, operations and other team members specify
the safety-system data they need to support their goals. Important
considerations at this stage include identifying what data must be
captured, where and how it will be collected, who will receive the
information, what actions will result from the information, etc.
4. Implement or upgrade safety systems
Safety-system data is already available in an integrated safety
controller. Implementing changes merely involves specifying the
right data coming out of the controller by creating new tags for
each access point. This data can then be contextualised within a
plant’s existing EMI software and delivered to safety and
operations personnel in the form of relevant, actionable
information via EMI dashboards. Safety data also can be
incorporated into other existing software, such as FactoryTalk
Alarms and Events.
5. Analyse and optimise
Getting information to workers is important, but so is getting
workers to act on the information. That’s why incorporating
safety-system information into daily operations is critical. For
example, analytics should be included in daily production
meetings, and standard procedures should be developed for
collecting, analysing and interpreting data. With these elements
in place, safety professionals can monitor and refine all aspects of
safety in a Connected Enterprise as part of a continuousimprovement programme.

Summary
The ability to access, analyse and act on safety-system data in
a Connected Enterprise represents a turning point for safety
compliance and productivity. It creates opportunities to better
understand risks and safety-system usage, enhance worker and
environmental safety, reduce safety-related downtime, and even
reimagine operations as innately safer. ☐
Courtesy: Rockwell Automation
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Solutions for screw tap and nut

Hydraulic transfer press

Chuan Hong Precision Tool Manufacturing offers solutions for screw tap
and nut. The company specialises in manufacturing thread plug gauge, ring
gauge and other thread cutting tools and assists users worldwide to
process threads in
comprehensive range
through its screw
tapping
products.
Chuan Hong also
Screw tap and nut
helps manufacturers
to inspect if their pin
thread and box thread products meet the standard. The company is well known
for helping manufacturers from different industries to cope up with various
processing issues. Recently, the company had promoted tap lapping machines
and thread measuring instruments. Together with the help of concentricity
thread plug gauge, the company offers comprehensive processing solutions
that manage to control quality. For the tap lapping machines, workpieces
processed by it can be used onto long bent arms; the diameter reaches from 3
to 32 mm; when applied in mechanical tapping cases, the arm diameter can
reach from 3 to 100 mm, and length can reach to 180 mm, promising high
quality performance.

Dees Hydraulic Industrial offers hydraulic transfer press. With the company’s
new HD-FASTech technology integrated into various forming applications, the
latest engineering accolade is the
completion of the hydraulic transfer
press. The hydraulic driven transfer
press will boost SPM and lead to a
new era of hydraulic stamping. DEES
specialises in metal forming hydraulic
presses range from 10 to 6000 tons
for automotive, electrical, aerospace,
HD-FASTech technology
home appliance and metal forming
industries. In the company, the
engineers begin developing machines to satisfy customers of their applications.
With simulation done on the most advanced software, it is able to determine the
sturdiest design of hydraulic press for each application. All hydraulic piping is
pre-laid out in 3D simulation for neat arrangement and ease of maintenance. At
DEES hydraulic, the manufacturing sector, once the machine layout is analysed,
the elite engineers send the completed drawings to the production department,
where the raw material of steel are precisely mapped out and cutting of
predetermined plates are done on the CNC cutting machine.

Chuan Hong Precision Tool Manufacturing | Taiwan

Dees Hydraulic Industrial | Taiwan
Email: sales@spc.com.tw | Tel: +886-2-26018661

Email: chggauge@gmail.com | Tel: +886-7-6381281

Sinker EDM machines

Data cables

Oscarmax offers CMAX S500, which promises advanced mould processing
by its automation design. The CMAX S500 is an advanced CNC type of
sinker EDM machine. It features 3D
mode motion machining, with the
oil tank capacity up to 850 litres.
The external oil tank design allows
it to be adjusted according to the
users’ working environment. The
machine body is made with casted
base, hence, the max load is up to
2,300 kg. The machine is equipped
CMAX S500 EDM
with FUZZY function, which
ensures automatic programming of
machining depths and processing parameters. Moreover, the machine can
be connected with robotic arms, ensuring the goal of automation. This
machine can be augmented to 6-axis synchronisation in motion control,
and the size of working table is 850 x 450 mm. CMAX S500 is for medium
size workpieces processing and can be applied into the mould manufacture
for motorcycle, automotive as well as aerospace industry. The company
offers EDM machines with high efficiency, accuracy, surface quality, and
reasonable prices.

igus has introduced the latest generation of chainflex data cables with a new
alloy conductor and a halogen-free TPE outer jacket that is ideally suited for the
smallest bend radii down to 4xd with cycle numbers of over 40 million strokes.
The new high-performance
conductor alloy from the
company is the solution for
highly
dynamic,
fast
applications with small radii
from 15 mm. The new
chainflex series CF298 and
CF299 are a unique cable
series for extremely heavy
Chainflex series CF298 and CF299
duty at the smallest radii, and
can be delivered from stock.
Dynamic applications with very small bend radii can quickly allow the copper
cores of conventional cables to meet their mechanical stress limits. The CF298
(unshielded) and the CF299 (shielded) have been tested intensively in the
largest test lab in the industry with a floor space of 2,750 sq m, and have
qualified for small bend radii down to 4xd in continuous motion. The data
cables are ideal for short, very quick movements, for example in pick-andplace machines.

Oscar E.D.M. Company | Taiwan
Email: oscaredm@oscaredm.com.tw | Tel: +886-4-23385818
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igus (India)| Bengaluru
Email: sreejith@igus.in | Tel: +91-80-45127852
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Thermal imaging cameras

Deep hole drilling machines

FLIR Systems offers new FLIR T500-Series of thermal imaging cameras with
the features that professionals need to accurately troubleshoot hot spots and
potential faults. With the 180° rotating lens platform and a bright 4” LCD, FLIR
T530/T540 cameras are engineered to help
users diagnose hard-to-reach components in
any environment. Advanced on-camera
measurement tools, laser-assisted autofocus,
and FLIR’s industry-leading image quality
ensures a quick diagnosis to the problems.
The series are designed to support advanced FLIR T500-Series
thermographers and IR service consultants in
the power generation, electrical distribution, and manufacturing industries by
focusing on resolution, speed, and ergonomics. It also offers inspectors the
necessary support, comprehensive inspections in challenging conditions,
especially when equipment is obstructed from view or difficult to access. It
scans large areas from a safe distance, ensuring crisp thermal imagery and
spot-on temperature readings every time. The key features include a 180°
rotating optical block and vivid 4” capacitive touch screen, temperature range
up to 1500 °C, fast and precise laser-assisted autofocus, customisable work
folders, intelligent, interchangeable AutoCal™ lenses.

Honge Precision Industries offers medical deep hole drilling technique in
Taiwan and worldwide. In the field of medical manufacturing, the security of
processing is particularly emphasised. The equipment from Honge Precision is
facilitated for medical implants as well as
tibia nails. The company is the only
manufacturer who is able to provide medical
deep hole drilling technology. Materials such
as stainless steel and titanium can be
processed with the highest medical standard
without any concerns. XL-500A could
manufacturer holes as small as Ø2 mm, and
250 mm in depth. Honge Precision is the XL 500-2S
long-term supplier of a Chinese-US joint
medical venture. The company’s philosophy departures from a humanistic
perspective, and intertwined their technology with the entire safety of the
medical manufacturing industry. The company’s product series include drilling
machine, deep hole boring machine, NC machine tool, CNC drilling machine,
CNC Gun drilling and NC deep hole drilling machine. The company is absorbed
in the groundbreaking R&D and utilise sophisticated technology throughout
production process.

FLIR Systems India Pvt Ltd | New Delhi

Honge Precision Industries Corp| Taiwan

Email: flirindia@flir.com.hk | Tel: +91-11-45603555

Email: sales@gundrill.com.tw| Tel: +886-4-24960300

Vertical machining centre

Carbide head & carbide holder exchangeable head end mills

ECOM Precision Machining offers CNC vertical machining centre, where
the machine’s base is built on high rigidity and high precision structural design
with a concise western style
as out-looking design to
complete all convenience,
such as multiple axis
control panel, entire machine
with unique off-the-ground
design, huge door for easy
load/unload workpiece, etc.
To ensure optimal quality
and
performance,
the CNC vertical machining centre
machine is inspected and
tested before leaving the factory. This includes a strict quality inspection, laser
detection, ball bar test, and actual cutting performance tests. The company
develops global market and innovative products, to expand service system, as
well as to support all the customers. It has a travel of 1200/700/700 mm; 3
axis design with φ45 ball screws; 3 axis adapted with φ45 roller linear guide
way; 6 heavy duty roller blocks installed on the X and Z-axis; 4 bearings on the
fixing end of tri-axial motor. The Y-axis is adapted with 2 box way and 2 roller
linear guide way.

MMC Hardmetal offers iMX series—a revolutionary end mill system that
combines the advantages of both solid carbide and indexable end mills. Huge
performance advantages and savings can
be gained especially when long overhang
applications are required. The high cost of
extra-long solid carbide end mills is negated
by using exchangeable heads. The number
of different geometries available has risen
from 5 to 12, and now includes a type
suitable for aluminium and also 3 types with
through coolant capability to ensure a huge
range of applications are covered. Benefits
of this clamping method when compared to
the usual steel to carbide method are
greater efficiency from increased cutting iMX series
parameters, improved accuracy and
reliability. Other tools with a carbide head to a carbide clamping section are
usually constructed with a part carbide section brazed to a steel shank. This
method has inherent weaknesses at the joint when compared to a solid carbide
shank. The iMX exchangeable series of end mills can reduce inventory levels
and tool change times.

ECOM Precision Machining | Taiwan
Email: ecomcnc.tw@hotmail.com | Tel: +886-47389907
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Gantry machining centres

Deep hole drilling

Prompt Integrated Technology offers HMC-1100/1300/1500 rapid gantry line
high-speed centre processing machine. The main structure of base, column
and beam adopts high rigidity and high precision meehanite cast iron, and heat
treatment to eliminate internal stress, to
ensure the structural stability and longterm precision to maintain. The beam
box structure design with the laddertype track configuration provides a wide
combination of saddle span to ensure
that the spindle is strong and has stable
cutting capacity. It has three axis rollerHMC-1100/1300/1500
type precision linear slide design, fast
acceleration and deceleration, feed rate
of up to 36 m/min and a cutting feed rate of 12 m/min. The precise pre-drawing
design of three-axis screw can effectively restrain the thermal displacement
caused by temperature rise and ensure the accuracy of positioning accuracy
and repeatability. The six-carriage block of the spindle head is designed with
the weighting design, the feed reaction is sensitive and fast and stable and
ensures precision and service life of the long-time running, buffer the dive to
reach the positioning point.

Suhner offers specifically-tailored tools to customer needs for increasing
productivity and competitiveness in the area of deep hole drilling. For this
purpose, the company’s production expert division, SOMEX, has spent the
last two years developing solutions for
getting the most out of this machinery.
These solutions can be divided into
different models: integrated solution
with special drilling machines MSPP
200 and MSPP 500 and the component
solution with three gun drill units
ESPP 40-200, ESPP 40-500 and ESPP
SOMEX solutions
40-800. SOMEX offers a reliable and
competitive solution that doesn’t
involve a great deal of operating costs. In order to shorten the start-up
time, the company, upon request, carry out tests even before the delivery.
This enables SOMEX to set the operating parameters in accordance with
the requirements. Following successful site approval at the company’s
premises, experienced SOMEX technicians carry out the assembly on site.
In this manner, it ensures a fast commissioning, as well as a handover of
the customised unit in flawless condition.

Prompt Integrated Technology | Taiwan
Email: paul@promptcnc.com | Tel: +886-4-24937866

SUHNER India | Bengaluru
Email: automation.in@suhner.com | Tel: +91-80-2783-1108

Grinding machines

Indexable chamfer for drilling machines

Supertec Machinery offers powermaster (PMG) CNC series grinding machines
that are designed for grinding complex workpiece in small and large batch
productions as well as individual parts. Equipped with automatic swivelling axis
(B-axis) on the wheel head, PMG
series can perform OD plunge
grinding, OD traverse grinding,
shoulder grinding, taper grinding,
end-face grinding, and ID grinding
operations under single clamping.
This grinding machine is especially
suitable for the automotive,
Powermaster (PMG) CNC series
machine
tools,
aerospace,
hydraulic, pneumatic and electric
motor supply industries. The reinforced ribbed box-type base is made of
meehanite cast-iron, to ensure the high rigidity and stability of machine.
Precision manual scraped V and flat guideways, hydrodynamic lubrication
system and Turcite-B guarantee a long lifetime of quality. Continuing on the
product R&D centre for innovation and improvement, the company has made a
number of patents to improve product performance and value. Close-loop
linear motor CNC profile grinder and electronic system producing equipment
are on the process of researching.

Yih Troun offers Chamfer King, an indexable chamfer for drilling machines.
This specially-designed indexable chamfer is used for drilling as well as
pneumatic machines. It has a patented carbide strip design to achieve
stability under unstable machining
conditions. Due to the carbide strip, the
cutter does not require regrinding. The
insert is highly economical and available
with two cutting edges. It has only one
grade insert for all kinds of materials. It
covers wide range of specs from Ø 4 ~
Ø 110 and angles 60°, 90°, 120°.
Besides CNC machines, the cutter can
also be used on a drilling machine,
Chamfer King
pneumatic machine, electric machine,
hydraulic machine, etc. Due to its
versatile applications, it is called ‘chamfer king’. The company has been
focusing on developing indexable cutting tools to meet the challenges of
machining industry to increase efficiency and reduce cost. These tools
have been developed to enhance the performance of the machine to help
the manufacturer’s production competitiveness and is easy to clean and
heat-resistant.

Supertec Machinery | Taiwan
Email: automation.in@suhner.com | Tel: +91-80-2783-1108
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Complex 3D components with selective laser melting

LASERTEC 30 SLM

With the LASERTEC 30 SLM, DMG MORI expanded its portfolio in Additive
Manufacturing to include powder bed processes. With this, SAUER GmbH and
DMG MORI are consolidating their position as the world’s first full-liner in
Additive Manufacturing with both hybrid and selective laser melting machines.
Selective laser melting in a powder bed opens up completely new areas of
application for the customers. As scuh, it is a perfect complement to the
LASERTEC 3D machines in the field of advanced technologies.

Sophisticated components in top quality
The LASERTEC 30 SLM is equipped with a powder bed that has a volume
of 300 × 300 × 300 mm. With this method powder is applied in layers onto the
work platform and melted by means of selective exposure. When the melting
procedure is finished, the platform is lowered to the amount of the respective
layer thickness and the procedure then repeated with a new layer of powder.
The process enables the production of high-precision 3D components with
layer thicknesses of 20 to 100 µm depending on the surface quality and buildup rate - and it does so with no great impact on the production costs. Even
complex grid and honeycomb structures, which cannot be realised with other
methods, can be produced in high quality in this way.
As SLM technology allows the use of different materials, its fields of
application range from the automotive and aerospace to the dental and
medical industries and on to include tool and mould making. Thanks to a low
porosity (0.1 to 0.5 percent) the components made of aluminium, stainless
steel alloys, titanium and Inconel excel through extremely good properties
similar to those of the basic material. The company also offers applicationspecific fibre laser sources of 400 Watt to 1 Kilowatt.

Cost-effective production
The LASERTEC 30 SLM guarantees efficient and cost-effective

production, thanks to its low argon consumption of only 70 l/h and integrated
powder conditioning that ensures optimum powder handling. Moreover, the
exchangeable powder module means it takes less than two hours to change
the powder. An end-to-end software solution with a uniform user interface
from CAD-File (RDesigner) to process control (ROperator) simplifies operation
of the LASERTEC 30 SLM.
In order to round off the SLM manufacturing process ideally DMG MORI
also enables subsequent machining on its highly dynamic machining
centres from the group portfolio. This guarantees maximum component
accuracy and best surfaces.

Features
The LASERTEC 30 SLM performs generative manufacturing in the
powder bed with volumes of 300 × 300 × 300 mm; application-specific
fibre laser sources of 400 Watt to 1 Kilowatt; high-precision build-up of 3D
components with layer thicknesses of 20 to 100 μm. It has an integral
powder conditioning system for even more efficiency and material
utilisation and minimisation of particulate matter formation. This is the
optimum process chain for subsequent machining on DMG MORI machines
– for highest component accuracy and best surface finishes.
The company is selectively expanding its future technologies—with a
majority shareholding of 50.1% in REALIZER GmbH from Borchen the Group
has now strengthened its position in the field of Additive Manufacturing.
DMG MORI already has extensive expertise in the field of laser deposition
welding with powder nozzles (laser metal deposition) through SAUER
GmbH. The company REALIZER in turn has over 20 years of experience in
Selective Laser Melting (SLM). With the integration of REALIZER in the
product range from SAUER, DMG MORI now offers the key generative
manufacturing processes for metallic materials from a single source. The
first result of this cooperation is the LASERTEC 30 SLM.
DMG MORI | Bengaluru
Email: ankur.agarwal@dmgmori.com| Tel: +91-80-4089-6538
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